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Amy has been the Northwest Women Sectional Coordinator in the Central Region for the past five
years. She has always been responsive to her constituents.
Amy began playing Uhimate on an intramural team at Carleton in 1983. By the spring of 1985,
she attended her first intercollegiate tournament in Madison, WI. During the same year Amy help start
the Minneapolis women's team.
In 1986, Amy worked with a member of the Carleton P .E. dept to establish a credited class on
Ultimate. She taught the class for three terms. The class continues to be offered. The foundation she
has laid has heen reaped many benefits.
Amy continues to be a leader in the Ultimate community. She has been the tournament director
for the Women's Division of the Aquatenoial for four years. Amy's contribution to Uhimate is quite
obvious. And to top it all off she bas two siblings that play Uhimate.
Hats off to you, Amy!
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After many years of organizing the sport of Ultimate, Andy is finally recognized for his extraordinary
contributions.
An active player since 1977, Andy has: captained high school college, club and US teams; twice been
a Sectional Coordinator (pennsy Ivaoi&, 1981-82 and Me1ro New York City, 1991-92); originated the UPA
Collegiate Series; played in 7 National and one World Championships; contributed, on a regular basis, to
the UPA Newsletter. and has been a commentator on numerous Ultimate videos.
For the past two years, Andy has been UPA Director of Communications and has been quite successful
in getting the sport greater media exposure. As the new Director of International Affairs, he reluctantly
vacates his Sectional Coordinatorship in order to help broaden the development of the sport overseas.
Congratulations, Andy!
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Nic has been the Sectional Coordinator for the Upstate NY Section of the
Northeast Region for two years. In that time he has demonstrated a serious
commitment unparalleled by any of his predecessors.
N ic has shown an amazing tact at handling the rosters and other paper work:
required by his position. Nic claims the contribution has been effortless, but his
work was highlighted as an example of excellence at the annual meeting.
Nic has heen committed to the growth of the sport by tapping into leagues and
converting players into Division II players at his Sectional event He has been
instrumental in the development of league teams in Rochester, Buffalo and
Toronto, as well as an extended teaching program at local high schools. Nic has
also been involved with an annual charity event benefiting a local children's
hospital
Congratulations, Nic! Keep up the good work:.
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Viewpoint:
The Pick Rule
Continuation???

Ru •• Ow8.
When asked to comment, Russ wanted to
downplay his accomplishments and shy away
from the media spotlight, but since there is a
genuine need to know his story I have
assembled a brief history from hearsay and
rumor.
Russ was raised in Bloomsburg, PA and
then attended Kutztown University in
Allentown, PA At Kutztown Russ met Andre
Reed, famous Pro-Bowler for the Buffalo
Bills, who said "Russ, you're not big enough
to play pro football, I suggest you try out for
the Ultimate team"
Taking Andre's suggestion, Russ
discovered the Uhimate at Kutztown and after
graduation joined the Screaming Tomatoes of
A11entowo/ Bethlehem. The Tomatoes have
evolved into the current club team T2, which
Russ helps run.
Russ took on the responsibilities of
College Sectional Coordinator last year and
has heen very valuable to the Mid-Atlantic's
North Section.
Thank: s, Russ, and keep up the good work:!
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FROM THE DIRECTOR'S DESK

Olympic Ultimate
by Roger Rains
As I hurl my late-twenty-year-old
body around the Intimate fields in my
home state of Arkansas, I wonder
what it would have been like if I had
found Intimate when I was 11 instead
of when I was 20. I probably would've
been, at the least, a better player.
Maybe I would ronsistentlymake that
clutch grab - eat dirt on a layout and
come up with plastic in hand EVERY
TIME! But that's not the way it is, not
eveIy time anyhow. Yes, I imagine
there would have been a big difference.
But I didn't find Intimate until my
mind was already full of football, soccer, girls, and other things. While my
enthusiasm level was high at that
time in my life, my athletic ability
wasn't. I knew I wanted to play something in the Olympics. The Olympics
represented to me the pinnacle, the
top, the ultimate in extreme achievement for an athlete. The guts, the
glory, the sweat and the tears. Tears
of joy on the winner's podium, and
tears of disappointment as an athlete
clutches their roach for support after
falling. It was all greatness to me,
eveIy bit of it. If I just had a chance
to go to the Olympics, I could show my
greatness, too.
I remember watching the Olympics
on television and getting so excited at
all the sports that were being played
that I'd jump around the room imitating the athletes on the screen in front
of me. Growing up poor, though, my
opportunities were somewhat limited.
I couldn't be a cyclist without an ex-

pensive bike to ride; I couldn't be a
gymnast without a gym for training.
What if, at that time, I had seen Intimate being played right there on TV!
"Wow, look Ma! Look at all those
Olympians running around throwing
a Frisbee! I can throw a Frisbee and
I even know some friends who would
play catch with me right now." At
that moment my life may have
changed.
All across the world there might be
young boys and girls thinking the
same thing - I want to play in the
Olympics. Yeah, I want to play Intimate in the Olympics! "Ma, what do
I need to play Intimate?" Mom glances
at the tv ... let's see, a Frisbee, hmm,
some open space, hmm, (some cleats,
she says to herself, but those will come
later) and voila - Mom is hooked too.
Yes, this is the perfect scenario, but is
it totally unrealistic? No, it's not.
N ow that I'm nearing 30 this
scenario won't be played out by me,
but it can still be played out by
youngsters, some yet unborn, around
the globe. This won't happen over
night nor will it happen in the next 10
years. But by 20 years down the road
I project we will see Intimate in the
Olympics.
The International Olympic Committee just recently raised the standards for sports applying to be part of
the Olympics. So be it. Intimate is
here to stay, baby, watch us grow! We
all need to keep this scenario in mind
- see it, feel it, create it from within
our own Ultimate communities.
Think Globally, Act Locally.
Our chances to play in the Olympics are gone, but nevertheless we will
help create this goal for others and be
there when it happens, maybe even
coach the first U.S. Olympic team
(now there's a lofty goal). It should be
OUR collective goal as Ultimate

players to continue the growth and
development of the sport with the
~ Olympics in mind - the ultimate in
extreme achievement.
Imagine if your child is on the first
U.S. Olympic Intimate team. All
those years of throwing on the
sidelines with them pays off big time.
You're in the stands with 100,000
other screaming, half-crazed fans.
The score is tied at the cap with the
U.S. and Sweden making a bid for the
gold medal. The U.S. gets the pull...
the crowd erupts into a thunderous
roar with the realization that this is
it. This is the moment that many an
Intimate player has waited for. This
moment will be for all those who saw
the future through their own eyes, for
those who labored on and off the
fields, for the players we have and the
ones we've lost. This ovation will be
for us.
... the U.S. brings it up the
sideline ... the Swedes are playing
tough defense ... the swing back to the
middle ... ooh, a spectacular defensive
bid but the U.S. hangs on... another
swing and ... (this is where your child
makes the spectacular play) ... there's
a break to the endzone... the U.S.
player has a step on the defense ...
they let it fly ... it's on the way... he'll
have to lay it out... it looks a little too
far ... 100,000 people hold their breath
for a split second ... OH MY GOD SHE
GOT IT! The U.S. wins the GOLD!
The crowd explodes with ear-shattering applause as they swarm the field
and rip the goal line cones out of the
ground.
These are moments that will make
my heart race, just as it is now. Help
me make this visualization a reality.
Let's plan for the future.
I truly believe that WE can and will
achieve Olympic status. I'm going to
see to it.

WHAT'S UP DOC

Read this Article
by Mark Licata
Several play-related issues were
voted on by the Coordinating Committee (CC) at the annual UPA CC/Board
meeting, January 22-24. These votes
directly affect YOU, the UPA duespaying member. Once again, the CC
is romposed of the Executive Director,
the Women's National Director and
the five Regional Coordinators. Some
of the votes roncerned pretty big issues; for instance, a trial Regional
Resructuring proposal was approved
for the West (see article on page 11).
A detailed summary of the meeting
is on pages 8-9. However, I would like
to briefly highlight some of the key
decisions that directly affect UPA Intimate players.

Official Disc
I t was decided to keep the Discraft
Ultrastar as the Official Disc of the
UPA for one more year. Mter this
year things will change. The UPA
Standards Committee will write
specifications for disc grip, weight,
size and stiffness. IT a disc meets these
specifications, then it will be sub-

mitted to a panel of UPA members for
flight testing. IT the panel approves
the ilightcharacteristics of the disc, it
will be ''UPA Approved".
In the future it is possible that
several manufacturers will have
''UPA Approved" discs. One may be
deemed the official disc for the Fall
Series and College Series while a different one rould be the official disc for
Easterns. If you are interested in the
Standards Committee or the flight
testing panel please contact me.

Tournaments
The CC has adopted a tournament
format book for all Sectional, Regional
and National tournaments. The 48page book is very thorough and somewhat romplicated. Example: pick the
top five teams in a 10-team tourney
with four fields. Each Regional Coordinator - open, rollege and womenwill have a copy and Sectional Coordinators and tournament directors
can consult with them about formats.
I can provide copies on request, but if
you don't provide valuable feedback I
will ask for it back.
The CC approved a proposal to require all teams participating at Fall
Nationals to wear numbers. This is so
we can have better individual sats.
We are also considering alternative
seeding methods and tournament formats for Nationals (college and open).

So speak now or forever hold your
peace.

College
The CC rejected two proposals submitted by rollege players. One was a
petition for a 16-team College N ationalso It was rejected mainly due to
concerns over available field space.
We have a lot of trouble getting sites
for Nationals now because of the
amount of field space needed. Increasing the number of teams could make
the situation even worse.
Another proposal suggested that
we change the wildcard selection
process. Instead of both wildcards
being awarded based on team density
(as it is presently), the proposal suggested that one wildcard be awarded
based on regional strength. This
generated a lot of discussion, but the
proposal was finally defeated because
the CC was not convinced that it
would promote growth in the College
Division, the underlying reason for
the wildcard slots.
As the UPA grows it beromes increasingly difficult to get player input
on these issues. Pick up the phone
and give your Regional Coordinator a
call, and let her/him know what you
think. Or you can call or write me and
I'll put it on the agenda for the next
CC meeting. In either case your voice
will be heard.
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WOMEN'S UPDATE

NATIONAL OFFICERS
Executive Director: Roger Rains
1538 Nettleship Rd., Fayettville, AR 72701
501-582-4910
Managing Directorl NewsleUer Editor: Cindy Fisher
3595 E. Fountain Blvd., Suite J2
Colorado Springs, CO 80910
719-630-3719
Director of Competition: Mark Licata
3208 Forest Hill Ave., Richmond, VA 23225
804-230-8767
Director of Finance: Carney Foy
P.O. Box 2331, Silver City, NM 88062
505-388-3111
National Women's Director: Marie Hartley
7601 Cayuga Ave., Bethesda, MD 20817
301-229-0806
National College Director: Frank Revi
311 Edgewater, Apt B, Balboa, CA 92661
714-675-1704
National Juniors Director: Steve Courlang
5847 Velasco, Dallas, TX 75206
214-827-1952
Director of Communicationsl
Director of International Affairs: Andy Borinstein
212-666-3819

REGIONAL COORDINATORS
Central: Marcia Dutcher
2930 Campbell, Kansas City, MO 64109-1416
816-753-4878
Central Women: Kris Olsson
1213 Dhu Varren, Ann Arbor, MI48105
313-769-6378
Central College: Holly Larrison
1315 New Hampshire, Lawrence, KS 66044
913-865-4358
Mid-Atlantic: Eric Wenck
6301 Birchwood Ave., Baltimore, MD 21214
410-319-8594
-d-AtJantic Women: Susan Turner
5836 Renee Ct, Wilmington, NC 28403
919-799-5706
Mid-Atlantic College: Paul Socolow
20 Oak St., New Brunswick, NJ 08901-2216
908-246-7180
Northeast: Steve Goodfriend
106 Rowe St, Newton, MA 02166
617-891-9279
Northeast Women: Tammy Sharp
329-B Spore Rd., Dellmar, NY 12054
518-768-2896
Northeast College: Mike Lawler
290 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139
617-225-9539
South: Rex O'Quinn
123 Bluebelle Dr., Madison, AL 35758
205-464-0359
South Women: Debbie Renner
4312 Midland Rd., Sarasota, FL 34231
813-923-1286
South College: Luis Montes
3600 North Hills Dr., #131, Austin, TX 78731
512-794-9253
West: Brent Russell
8607 Tuscany Ave., #302, Playa Del Ray, CA 90293
310-305-8523
West Women's: Diane Pagel
1606 149th PI. SE, #1, Bellevue, WA 98007
206-747-1440
West College: Pat Pohl
3033 Collier Canyon Rd., LPC, Livermore, CA 94550
510-373-5860

Certified Observer Pool: Mark Dixon
215-692-8429
UPA Archivist: John Caporali
Penn State University
147 Shenango Ave., Sharon, PA 16146

UPA Headquarters
3595 E. Fountain Blvd., Suite J2
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80910
1-800-UPA GetH • 719-591-1168· 719-591-2461 (fax)
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD
USENET: the newsgroup is called rec.sportdisc
Roger Rains
74720.1301 @compuserve.com
Mark Licata
70743.3232@CQmpuserve.com
Marie Hartley
75720.2726@compuserve.com
Frank Revi
71551.2461@compuserve.com
Eric Simon
70540.1522@compuserve.com
Rob Rauch
71034.2562@compuserve.com
70744.1562@compuserve.com
Cindy Fisher
Rex O'Quinn >lntemetiroquinn@intg2.b29.ingr.com

Things Are Happening
by Marie Hartley
Over the winter months the officers of the UPA have been hard
at work. The UPA Coordinating
Committee (CC) and Board of
Directors met over a long weekend
in January to discuss many
aspects of the UPA. For some it is
hard to believe that there is
enough to talk about for 21t2 full
days, but I assure you, there is. An
article covering the entire meeting
is on page 8-9. Be sure to read it.
Two new Women's Regional
Coordinators have been appointed.
(They were appointed because not
enough interest was expressed to
warrant elections.) In the Mid-Atlantic, Susan Turner of Wilmington, NC is replacing Ann
Carson. In the West, Diane Pagel
of Seattle, WA is replacing Lori
Van Holmes. I welcome Susan and
Diane to the team and thank them
in advance for their willingness to
contribute to the sport. I look forward to working with them.
Thanks are also due for .Ann and
Lori, who gave of their time and
energies to serve the UPA at one
its primary levels.
And special congratulations to
Amy Fuller, the 1992 Sectional
Coordinator of the Year for the
Women's Division. We appreciate
your dedication, Amy! Congratulations also go to honorable

mention, Mary Beth Tinley of
Washington D.C.
I mentioned in my last article
that I am on the 10th Edition Rules
Committee. You will be pleased to
know that this project is running
extremely smoothly and efficiently. It may seem like a slow process
to you but I assure you something
is being communicated about the
rules every single day thanks to
the huge efforts of Committee
Chair Frank Revi, Eric Simon,
Troy Frever, a guy named Oyster
(Daniel Ziskin), and of course,
electronic mail. This project is
slated to be completed by early
1994.
I am excited about the newest
member of the Coordinating Committee, Executive Director Roger
Rains. I'll admit I am a bit biased
since we share the same profession, massage therapy. Roger
seems mostly interested in making
sure that the UPA is a smooth sailing ship. He cares for the sport and
has the energy required to do the
job. He also cares about growth of
the sport and of course, the
Women's Division is an integral
part of that. Also exciting is the
energy embodied by Steve Courlang, newly elected Juniors Director. Certainly the UPA wishes it
had the budget to accommodate all
of Steve's ideas! I have faith that
Steve will contribute greatly to the
longevity of illtimate. Steve and I
both are interested in getting the
Girl Scouts involved in Ultimate.
Within the last two months, the
UPA has had two requests from
local Girl Scouts in Arkansas and

Washington State for information
about getting started in Ultimate.
Exposing young scouts to the game
will help our growth immensely.
Hopefully then, through Steve's efforts, they can continue to play in
high school. As we all know, it
takes no time to get hooked.
'Tis the season of college Ultimate. While many colleges have
thriving programs, new teams are
fighting to get going. If you are a
club team, please try to make the
effort to reach out to a struggling
team. Take time at a tournament
after a game with such a team to
teach them a few drills. You'd be
amazed how eager they are to
learn. One or two good drills can
make their practices more interesting and with even slightly
higher skills, the game is less
frustrating. Often college teams
are lead by rookies themselves.
They just have the leadership
skills it takes to get a group
together. Just as often, when
these leaders graduate, the team
disappears. If we all pitch in and
these teams can be encouraged,
everybody benefits. It takes very
little time. I hope that this year we
can get two teams from the South
to compete at College Nationals. I
know that the women of Georgia
Tech, last year's Southern representative, are trying to get schools
in their area to start teams. I am
sure any assistance would be welcome to them.
I leave you with a poem:
Read your Newsletter,
be in the know;
Don't let it sit on the bathroom flo'.

UPA SECTIONAL COORDINATORS
Central Open Sectional Coordinators
Central Plains Tim Anderson
812-988-6434
Chris Ball
216-651-5350
East Plains
Michigan
Charles Milliken
313-569-5200
Northwest
Keith Donovan
612-785-7885
West Plains
Stu Price
913-648-3142
Central Women's Sectional Coordinators
Northwest
Amy Fuller
612-379-2875
West Plains
Lori Parham
812-333-2884
Cinamon Creeben
216-775-1873
East Plains
Cental Plains Patti Hubbard
913-722-4335
Central College Sectional Coordinators
Michigan
David Moran
313-769-6378
513-474-0062
East Plains
Wess Wettenge
Northwest
Dan Tertouw
507 -663-4846
West Plains
Matt Babler
913-841-2697
Central Plains MattWatenpool
317-288-4816
Mid-Atlantic Open Sectional Coordinators
New Jersey
Brian Thomee
908-526-4890
South
AJ Iwasko
703-528-3819
N.Carolina
Jeff Masters
919-676-3351
PAIDE
Vacant
Mid-Atlantic Women's Sectional Coordinators
South
Mary Beth Tinley
703-237-9715
North
Vacant
Mid-Atlantic College Sectional Coordinators
NJ/PA
Russell Owen
215-434-6538
Middle
Farrell Sullivan
301-583-2237
South
Vacant
.
Northeast Open Sectional Coordinators
East NE
Alex Pozzy
207-874-0955
West N E
Thomas Donaldson 802-863-9732
Vacant
Metro NYC
Upstate NY
Nic Colasurdo
716-544-0393
Northeast Women's Sectional Coordinators
East NE
Katie Yezzi
401-272-0134

WestNE
Metro NYC
Upstate NY

Nadine Block
Lisa Ness
Vacant

413-597-6702
203-846-6749

Northeast College Sectional Coordinators
East NE
Souheillnati
617-252-3382
West NE
Erin Cadell
413-597-6025
Metro NYC
Dave McCarthy
212-853-1838
518-459-8712
Upstate NY
Eric Olsson
Southern Open Sectional Coordinators
Florida
Tim Finan
407-626-6367
J.R. Reynolds
912-897-4729
East Coast
Gulf Coast
Paul Wilson
504-767-0484
Texas
Chris Lenzsch
713-558-4947
Southern Women's Sectional Coordinators
East
Tammy Brooks
904-378-8894
Cheri Moss
205-956-9076
Middle
West
Becky Locklear
817 -383-3355
Western Open Sectional Coordinators
Northwest
Bob Ransdell
503-690-4307
Mountain
Gary Gang
602-945-4525
S. California
Debbie Kramer
818-241-7459
N. California
Jack Lynch
213-934-3949
Hawaii
Ralph Jerger
808-572-1498
Big Sky
Jon Selinski
406-543-6958
Western Women's Sectional Coordinators
Northwest
Maria Langlais
206-285-2958
303-698-1348
Mountain
Jan Crosby
S. California
Chris Jewell
619-448-0425
N. California
Kristine Wagner
510-843-9520
Hawaii
Pam Martin
808-373-4142
Big Sky
Vacant
Western College Sectional Coordinators
Mountain
Mike Reid
303-490-1576
Northwest
Jay Jannin
503-342-5421
N. California
Kevin Givens
408-459-4220
S. California
Dave Adelson
310-392-0495
Big Sky
Vacant
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AROUND THE NATION
NORTHEAST REGION
WOMEN'S DMSION
by Tammy Sharp

WESTERN REGION
WOMEN'S DMSION
by Diane Pagel

As the snow continues to pound the
Northeast, it's hard to think about
playing outside in less than a month.
Brrr... but there are hearty souls out
there just waiting for spring to come as
they patiently polish their cleats. Of
course, some are not patient. RPI
recently held a three-team mini tourney with SUNY Albany and Williams,
all of whom practice indoors regularly.
As for the future, here's the scoop...
I'm planning a teaching tournament
for Saturday, April 24. The program
directors and topics are still to be announced, but more information will be
coming before the snow melts.
Women's College Regionals will be
held together with the open this year
on May 8-9 in Albany, NY. As usual,
teams will receive their information in
the mail! See you on the fields. Until
then, stay warm!

Hi, there! Just a quick report to
y'all out there in the West. For those
of you that don't know, I am the new
Western Women's RC. What experience do I have, you may ask? Well,
I just did my two year sentence, I mean
two years as NW SC. That is definitely
a great training ground for anyone.
Empty bottles of Tylenol and beer attest to my labor over my term. I do
want to THANK Troy Frever and Cat
Pittack in helping me as well as those
others.
Now that I got the fluff out of the
way, let's get down to business. This
year has started off in full force in the
West. We just had two Hawaiian tourneys in February and several mainland tourneys in March. I expect to
see a growth in women's Ultimate and
will do my best to support it. So, if you
have any questions or suggestion,
PLEASE give me a call. I hope that
Portland will do their repeat of the
New Women's Tournament, it was a
GREAT SUCCESS last year. I look
forward to helping the growth of
women's Ultimate out here and with
your help it will grow.

NORTHEAST REGION
OPENDMSION
by Steve Goodfriend

The season is underway and the
schedule looks pretty good - especially for the College Division. IT you're a
captain or team contact and haven't
yet received the spring schedule, then
your contact information on the Northeast list may be inaccurate. Please
contact me immediately if you are a
captain and would like to receive the
spring schedule. Other items sent
along with the spring schedule includedasummaryoftheECCMandan
updated captains list.
There are a few UP A positions
available in the Northeast. Please contact me if you are interested in being
the Open Sectional Coordinator for the
Metro NY Section, or the Open Sectional Coordinator for the West New
England Section. Remember, the UPA
is a player organization that would
cease to function if not for the contribution of its members. Ask not what the
UPA can do for you, but what you can
do for the UPA.
Volunteerism brings me to the next
topic of discussion - the Northeast
tournament task force. This organizational body will assist me with large
(30 team min.) tournaments next fall.
If just four more people join the task
f(Jrce group, the Northeast will host
two four- or five-star tournaments accommodating the Open, Women and
College divisions. Please call me
~AP if you are interested. Twenty to
40 hours of work over a six month
period could earn you some income,
free discs and a world's worth of appreciation. The tasks to choose from
include: food and beverage, public relations, sponsorship, field maintenance,
party maintenance, etc. Please call. I
need your help.
Now is the time to get your rosters
completed. College rosters - stamped
by your school registrar's office should be completed and returned to
your Sectional Coordinator by April
21st. Late rosters will have to pay a
late fee up to $50.00. Open Eastern
Regional rosters must be sent to me no
later than May 12th. Any open
division roster which is submitted at
the Regional site will be accepted only
with an additional $75.00 late fee (the
real value is $500.00). To avoid the
extra cost, simply begin working early
and be on time.
Well, that's it for now. Have a great
season! Let me know if there is anything I can do for you.

WESTERN REGION
OPENDMSION
by Brent Russell

The conference proposal being
presented represents a potential big
step for the region, and the UPA changing to a two conference system could
open the door to further growth in the
West. Please read the proposal on
page 11 carefully and if you have any
questions, contact Mark Licata or
myself.
Captains of teams which participated in the 1992 Fall Series will be
voting on whether to accept the
Regional Restructuring proposal for
the West. Each team captain will get
one vote. Voting will take place after
the Newsletter has been out and after
everyone has had time to consider the
proposal.
I will be sending something in the
mail to team spokespersons in the next
couple of weeks concerning this, but I
do not have all teams' updated contact
info. I would appreciate if team contacts would call me to verify my info
and ensure that you get something
from me regarding the proposal and
voting procedures. At the very least, if
you do not receive anything from me by
May 1st, then please call me and let me
know so I can get something out to you.
Only captains from teams that participated in the Open or Women's
divisions and which submitted rosters
for 1992 Sectionals are able to vote.
Team contacts must call me with your
vote no later than May 30th. This is a
strict deadline.
Congratulations to DrewBob and
the Kommittee for another successful
Kaimana Klassic. Clearly one of
Ultimate's great tournaments. Jeff
Burk and Timmy "Love Boat" Rand
showed those that stayed throughout
the week a great time with the Big
Island Bash the following weekend.
Jack Lynch is alive and living in
L.A. He promises to be moving back
north where he will continue as Sectional Coordinator.
Diane Pagel is the new Women's
Regional Coordinator in the West. She
brings enthusiasm and her experience
as Sectional Coordinator to the position. Thanks to Lori Van Holmes for
her past work as the WRC. Anew baby

and other commitments have forced
Lori to leave the position.
Maria Langlais will take over the
Women's Northwest Sectional Coordinator position. Maria is from Seattle
and has lots of great energy. The new
Open Sectional Coordinator for
Southern California is Debbie Kramer.
Debbie has put a lot of hard work into
organizing the Disc Club for the L.A.
area. It's hard to find people willing to
get in the trenches and help organize
Ultimate. Thanks Deb! And last but
not least, Ralph Jerger, a long-time
Hawaii grass roots Ultimate organizer, is the new Sectional Coordinator for Hawaii. THANKS to you
all for stepping forward to help. And
THANKS to Diane, Pat Wright and
Grant Wise for being Sectional Coordinators for the past few years.
For the purpose of maintaining an
updated captains list, please contact
me - call or send a postcard - if you
are a new team in the Western Region.
MID-ATLANTIC REGION
WOMEN'S DIVISION
by Susan Turner

Hi, there! Hope all is well in Ultimate land. This is a new thing for me
so bear with me ... I'll try to be a quick
learner. Please contact me and make
sure I have the correct contact info for
your team. As soon as I hear from
YOUR college women's team, I will
send you a roster. So get in touch with
me ASAP.
Rosters will need to be completed
and sent back to me by April 10th. Of
course, the sooner, the betif3r. Those
teams planning to participate in College Sectionals need to notify me one
week before Sectionals, otherwise you
will not be able to participate.
While my team left for the Mud
Bowl in Alabama, I left for Greenville,
NC to meet up with some ECU traveling buddies to head to the ECCM in
Connecticut. The trip was long and the
blizzard we went through did not make
things any easier (maybe we should
reconsider the location of the Captains'
Meeting). but it was well worth it and
we had a blast. (Could we have
another round of half yards?) Thanks
ECU for getting us there! And thank
you UVA and William and Mary for the
proxy votes... it made the difference.
See you in Greenville for College Sectionals and in Wilmington for
Regionals!
Looking forward to some excellent
tournaments this spring. Good Luck!
Peace, Love and Ultimate!
MID-ATLANTIC REGION
OPENDMSION
by Eric Wenck

Spring season is here and the
schedule is set. Kudos to the ECU and
Wilmington people for coming to the
East Coast Captains Meeting in New
Haven, CT. Because they made the
trip they had enough votes to get College Regionals in Wilmington, NC.
Open Regionals will be held at Cape
Henlopen, DE. They have forgiven but
not forgotten that minor altercation
that occurred at last years spring
Regionals and they said, ''Don't let it
happen again, you won't get off so
lightly the next time."
There are plenty of tournaments in
the Mid-Atlantic this spring so I expect
good attendance at these tournaments
and no whining. One tournament we
all might want to attend (at least to
spectate) is College Nationals. Lehigh
is hosting this event and we should
support this effort by the Low Earth

Orbit people at Lehigh.
As for the tournament committee
that has been mentioned, the goal I
want to achieve is three 4-5 star tournaments a season in the Mid-Atlantic.
If this effort could be taken care of by
local clubs (WAFC, PADA, CMUA,
Wilmington, etc.) that would be great.
If not, then a committee will have to be
formed consisting of people from the
Region.
Good luck to all the college teams
competing in the National Series.
CENTRAL DMSION
WOMEN'S DMSION
by Kris Olsson

I'm anticipating a great turnout at
college Regionals - Holly Larrison is
doing a fine job contacting teams at the
moment, so we should have the best,
biggest Central College Regionals
ever! Congratulations to the Regional
and National qualifiers whoever they
maybe.
Who would like to see Poultry Days
run as a coed tournament? Or an
open/women's division tournament?
Any comments? Not that I'm the organizer or anything, but if there's interest we can approach the Poultry
Days folks.
Congratulations to Amy Fuller, Sectional Coordinator of the Year for the
Women's Division!
Some reminders: the hot list still
exists (all 10 names). Please submit
your name if you think it might be fun
to travel to some of these cool tournaments all over the place this spring,
and if you want to be contacted by
teams who need to pick up players so
they can travel. IT your address has
changed, you need to let me know.
If your team contact info has
changed, you need to let me know
about that as well.
That's about it for now - it's hard
to think about Ultimate when there's
still snow on the ground and I've
recently had a close encounter of the
worse kind with my ACL.
See ya at some muddy tournament
or another.
CENTRAL REGION
OPENDMSION
by Marcia DutCher

Indoor Ultimate is coming to a close
as the ground begins to thaw in the
great Midwest. From Michigan, illinois and Minnesota to Kansas, Ohio
and Kentucky Central Ultimate
players are out of their starting blocks
playing outdoor Ultimate as early as
February.
We expect a great year in the
Central Region.
The Women's
Division made an unprecedented show
of growth by increasing four teams to
tie for the wildcard last fall. What do
you say we have 21 teams this year and
really celebrate. The Central Region
leads all regions in the number of
Masters teams. Is it possible to double
our numbers by fall? If all the club and
college teams would participate in the
fall, we'd be making more wildcard
news. The College Division is looking
good to win another wildcard bid. ..
GET THOSE ROSTERS IN!
All Central players should have
received a packet of Regional information from your captain by now. Ask
your captain for copies. It's important
for you to be informed.
Catch this: The Open Regional
Coordinator position will become
vacant Dec. 31st. Elections will be
held this fall.

THE ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

AROUND THE NATION
(continued)
SOUTHERN REGION
WOMEN'S DMSION
by Debbie Renner

New teams are sprouting up all across the
region. Dirt from Atlanta, GAand Bed Snake Bat
from Baton Rouge, LA are both talented young
teams and full of spirit. Experienced players are
key in the development of these and other young
teams. A few helpful strategies may give a young
team a boost of knowledge, strengthening the
team and the region. Just do it!
Atlanta held a savage seven tournament Seven Little Idiots - Jan. 16-17. More teams
traveled far tAl play in this hard core ffitimate
challenge. Ann Lindsey put up two teams and
hosted a great party. We all had a great time!
Orlando also hosted a savage seven tAlurnament, Feb. 6-7. The tAlp three teams: Orlando,
Sarasota and West Palm Beach hucked it out
with only a two-point spread between them,
making for a very competitive weekend.
Ozone retained their crown at Mud Bowl XII
in Birmingham, AL, Feb. 13-14. Dirt was also
victorious as they upset hometown Rhythm
Method. This was the last game on Saturday and
held spectatAlrs till the very end, 11-9. Mud Rat
honors went tAl Courtey Westlake, put a muzzle
on that rat.
Happy Hucksters and Rhythm Method made
it tAl the finals at Mardi Gras, Feb. 20-21. Birmingham worked the disc well against the Huckster zone but fell short at the goal line, and
Hucksters were crowned Mardi Gras Champs.
Captains made sure all the games started on
time and finished on time so there was plenty of
time tAl hit the parade and leave early on Sunday.
Great communication and cooperation by all.
Too may pick calls getting you down? Try this:
If you get picked try tAl catch up to your person.
Ifyou succeed, there is no reason tAl make the call.
When the disc is in the air and your play on the
disc is hampered directly because of the pick,
then make the call. Late pick calls would be
better than too many. Offense and defense,
remember, never stop your play until you're sure
the thrower knows a call has been made, whether
it be a pick or a foul.
Good Luck! Happy Easter and See Ya Soon!
SOUTHERN REGION
OPEN DIVISION
by Rex OQuinn

I would like tAl thank Getty for his work and
dedication tAl the Southern Region. He has made
great strides in getting headed in the right direction. Now it is our turn tAl continue the growth
and improve the competitive strength.
Thanks to all who participated in the vote for
Southern Regional Coordinator. If you do not
vote or voice your opinions, your interests may
not be served. Please get involved by voting,
filling out questionnaires and telling me what
you think about our sport and where it is going.
I need your INPUT.
To help our region grow we need to develop
college and high school programs in our local
areas. The UPA has tools that can help your
team or club with the basics of teaching ffitimate.
The spring season has been loaded with great
tournaments. If you run a tAlurnament you
should charge an entry fee that is equal tAl the
tAlurnament offered benefits. There is nothing
wrong with making a little money for your team
and the tournament director, but the participants should definitely receive something in
return. Sectional CoordinatAlrs are needed for the
Florida and Gulf Coast sections. Contact me if
you are interested.

Available Soon
on video
1992 National Championships
SportsChannel Special
Look for details in the next newsletter
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Cuervo and the UPA's Sponsorship Policy
by Robert L. Rauch
Cuervo Tequila has sponsored an illtimate tourThe decision to restrict advertising in the
nament in each of the last two years, which has
newsletter derives from the development objectives
attracted the interest of many of the nationally
of the UPA Our goals for the coming years include
competitive teams due tAl the top-level competition
the further growth of the College Division, most
and prize money. Participants in these tAlurnastudents within which are not of majority age, and
ments have felt, for the most part, that they were
the introduction of Ultimate tAl high school aged
well-organizedandprofessionallyrun. Inaddition,
youth. The Newsletter is one the primary tools
Cuervo has provided support tAl a number of other
through which activities in the sport of ffitimate
tAlurnaments throughout the year in order tAl estabare communicated. The advertising of cigarettes
lish a qualification procedure for its showcase
or hard liquor associates the sport with an antievent. Although Cuervo has not been an official
health image and may impair our development
sponsor of the UPA, the UPA has provided support
efforts.
to the Cuervo series by accepting its advertising in
Regarding sanctioning and insurance, the UPA
the UPA Newsletter, sanctioning its events by
leadership is concerned with both the issue of
providing UPA liability insurance coverage, and
projecting a negative image by officially sanctionpublicizing the tournaments.
ing non-healthy behavior, as well as the potential
While there has been no formal affiliation belegal liability resulting from a player's consumptween Cuervo and the UPA, many Ultimate players
tion of tequila at the tournament. The implication
have been under the impression that Cuervo was
that the UPAis condoning the consumption of hard
an official sponsor of the UPA because of the kinds
liquor, whether to excess or not, by sanctioning a
of support the UPA provided tAl Cuervo events, as
tournament sponsored by Cuervo could potentially
outlined above. For this reason, the UPA Coorput us at risk if players were tAl get intAlxicated at
dinatingCommitteeandBoardofDirectorsdecided
the tAlurnament site and subsequently get in an
at their annual meeting this year that the UPA
accident. We cannot afford tAl put our insurance
would no longer accept advertising in the UPA
coverage at such risk..
Newsletter from Cuervo (the advertisement in this
In conclusion, the UPA leadership is not saying
issue is the last under a previous contract) or sanethat we disapprove of sponsorship of ffitimate
tion-provide UPAliabilityinsurancetAl-Cuervo
events. The additional publicity we may gain
events.
through the application of sponsorship resources is
This decision, which resulted only after a long
in most cases beneficial. What we are saying is that
and difficult discussion, was made in the context of
we are concerned about the image of our sport and
broader issues of sponsorship affiliation. The UPA
feel that the protection of this image is one of our
leadership feels that our sponsorship affiliations
responsibilities tAl the membership. As the old
should reflect the overall aims of our organization,
adage goes, "birds of a feather flock together, n and
and that certain affiliations may be inappropriate.
thus we want tAl make sure that our affiliations are
For example, both cigarette and hard liquor
consistent with our overall goals.
products were determined tAl be unsuitable.

Site for 1993 Nationals Needed
Bids are urgently needed for the 1993 UPA National Ultimate Championships. As of press time,
no firm bids have been received. Although hosting Nationals can be a lot of work, it can be a very
satisfying task to host our sports's showcase event.
Any player, team or club with access to a site with at least twelve regulation-size fields i~ in~ed
to submit a bid. Contact the UPA Headquarters for a copy of the "Request for Proposal, whICh
outlines the format your proposal should take. Anyone interested should call Cindy Fisher at
800-872-4384 or Roger Rains at 501-756-6920.

UPA DIRECTOR OF PROMOTIONS
WANTED
The UPA is looking for a Director of Promotions (DOP) to
administer and develop current and future UP A
sponsorship opportunities.

RESPONSIBILmES:
1) Seek out possible sponsorship, grants and other
financial support for the UP A
2) Track and keep records of all correspondence
3) Be liaison between the UP A and sponsors (reporting
directly to the Executive Director)
4) Coordinate necessary logistics for sponsorship
programs
5) Report to the Board and the membership on
sponsorship activity
QUAUFICATIONS:
1) Experienced in sponsorship and/or marketing
2) Familiar with printing design and purchasing
3) Available during business hours for phone calls
4) Have fax capabilities
The DOP will receive a yearly stipend plus expenses,
with a final compensation package to be determined.
All interested applicants should send letter of interest and
resume to:
UPA DOP, c/o Steve Goodfriend, 106 Rowe St., Newton,
MA 02166.

Student Membership Fee
- Its Not For Everyone
The reduced student rate is

ONLY for COLLEGE ELIGmLE
students, registered and enrolled at
least half time in a regularly
matriculated degree program.
Membership data indicates that
a lot more players are taking advantage of this than are entitled.
Around 30% of our members play in
the College Series, yet almost 50%
pay the student rate. It costs the
UPA more than $15 to service a
member, and it is getting tAl the
point where its' become a major
drain on UPA finances. Membership dues are the primary source of
income that allows us to do what we
do. The less we have, the less we
can offer.
Please don't abuse this discount.
Only sign up at the $15 rate if
you're registered and enrolled in a
regularly matriculated degree program AND are eligible to compete
in the College Series. This means
that if you've been playing illtimate for more than five years (not
including in high school), then you
are not eligible for the student rate,
even if you are taking clasees.
Thank you for your cooperation.
-TheUPA

- ..
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VIEWPOINT
Topic: Should the pick rule remain as is -

with the continuation rule applying -

or should play stop as soon as a pick is called?

"Clarification" Confused the Issue
by JR Reynolds

The Offense Should Not Get a Free Throw
by Marie Hartley

- ..r

Human beings are mutable and adaptable.
That is, we can get used to anything. But
getting used to something doesn't make it
right We can get used to seeing violence and
become numb to it just as we can get used to
a bad haircut Changing the pick rule obviously falls between these two extremes. Some of
you may be saying, -What CHANGE? This is
the way we have always played it- My experience tells me that rules can be interpreted
or implemented differently depending on what
coast you are on or what division you play in.
Cunentiy the rules state that continuation applies. There are those that would like the play
to be dead as soon as the pick is called,
regardless of what happens next So, if the
throw hits the dirt or the receiver drops a
perfectly good pass, the offense still retains
possession. Yeah, we can get used to that.
Does that mean it's a good rule, that it is right?
I say no.
What it comes down to for me is that a pick
is an offensive violation. Offensive infractions
are of benefit to the defense. Therefore, if the
offense loses the disc, they should not get it
back when the violation was theirs. When
there is an offensive holding penalty in football
and the pass is intercepted, the defense
declines the penalty and possession is
reverted. With the pick, if the pass is dropped,
the defense -dedines- the penalty and play
continues. Why should the offense get the
chance for a do-over?
Conversely, when there is a defensive infraction, the offense benefits. If there is a
marking foul on the d'lrow, the offense has a
free throw. If the disc is caught despite the
foul, play continues. . If not, it goes back. In
football if the defense is off-sides at the ti me of
the snap, the offense gets a free play. If they
like the outcome of the play (completed pass,
10 yard run, etc.) they can decline the penalty.
Continuing play after a foul in Ultimate when
the pass is complete is a sort of automatic
decline of the penalty, the foul.
When I played volleyball in high school our
coach always told us, -Keep playing until you
hear the whistle: You may think the other
team made a bad hit but play until the whistle
blows. Of course we have no whistle in Ultimate, thankfully, but the concept is the same
- keep running, catch the disc, then stop and
assess the situation.
With the travel call we seem to have no
problem. Indeed, the continuation rule applies
to all offensive fouls, not just traveling, and no
one has a problem. If the thrower gets called
for traveling, the pass hits the dirt or the
receiver drops it, we don't think twice: turnover.
I see no difference with the pick. Sure, there
are differences, ifs the thrower that gets called
for traveling, but the result should be no different I've heard people say sometimes the
thrower can't hear the pick call, throws the
disc, there is no receiver and the throw goes
to no one. OK., I can see an argument for

allowing the thrower to retain possession. But
what about where the thrower makes a bad
throw, one that is uncatchable regardless of
whether there is a receiver there or not. I think
we would all agree that the thrower should not
get the disc back. Are YOU ready to make the
distinction between a bad and a good throw, a
catchable or non-catchable throw? As in the
travel call, the onus is on the offense to conr
plete the pass no matter what If they are not
able to, its a tumover. I think not hearing the
call is a poor excuse. We ought to train ourselves to keep going until the disc is caught.
I have played in both situations. At
Easterns several years ago we tried the "play
is dead on all picks- rule. I can remember
vividly Seeing a disc hit the ground, and the
other team got it back. The thrower sheepishly
took the disc back and said, "Well, thafs how
we are playing: I also recall having that
sheepish feeling when my team got the disc
back on such an occasion. There was something dishonest about it, like this shouldn't be
so - we turned it over, we shouldn't get it
back.
The rules of Ultimate are designed so that
what happens after a foul or violation simulates what would have happened had the infraction not occurred. Had the travel not
occurred and the receiver drops the disc, tumover. Had the foul on the receiver not occurred,
the receiver could have caught it and because
it isa defensivefoul, it goes back. So it follows,
had the pick not occurred and the disc hits the
ground for any reason, it should be a turnover.
I think we can all get used to that

Continuation definitely. The receiver
shouid catch it otherwise it would have
been a turnover anyway.
- Tony Curt/$, Urbana, IL
In Canada we have the option of soft or
hard pick rule. Soft pick uses the play on rule
when the play is not affected. Hard pick is
the current rule. I support the hard pick rule
as it is less confusing and less confusion
means fewer accidents and injuries.
- Come Trippe/I, Victoria, SC, Canada
Anything that allows play to continue
without producing an unfair advantage Is
good for the game. Continuation is falrwe just need to get used to it.
- Ken Gayley, Boulder, CO
Picks should be legal to eliminate all pick
calls.
- Jeff Freeman, Baton Rouge, LA
Too many calls go misheard or unheard
and this confusion often leads to plays
after the pick call that do not represent
what would have happened without the
call. In other rwords, stop play when a pick
Is called.
- John Maglz/arz, Redwood City, CA

Y 0nThe Line

.,-

First every player must
have a crystal dear
understanding of the
rule Itself. Continuous
flow Is Important and If
players make calls
when It Is obvious
advantage to another
and let play continue
whenever possible,
everyone wli benefit.

- Johnny"" HoIzach
Kaneok•• HI

The play should
continue only if the disc
Is In the air so that there
Is no advantage
gained by the offense.
- Julie Lagrange,
Baton Rouge, LA

One of the most controversial rules in Ultimate is the pick rule. Many heated discussions about picks have developed on and off
the field over the years, as players try to make
some sense of the rule. I believe that the pick
rule, the way it WAS originally written in the 9th
Edition Rules, is very clear, and is the fairest,
most logical way to deal with a pick call.
Following are three situations regarding
picks that I would like to comment on. All of
these are -bogus calls,· and do not reflect the
sense of fair play that must be inherent in the
rules of Ultimate. First, lefs take a quick look
at the pick rule.
Section XVIII. POSITIONING
Part 3: A.. No player may establish a
position, or move in such a manner, so as to
obstruct the movement of any player on the
opposing team: to do so is a ·pick".
B. In the event of a pick the obstructed
player must immediately call-pick" loudly: play
stops and is resumed after a check.
Whafs the problem? It seems clear if pick
is called, play stops. What if the disc is already
in the air? According to section XIX, #2, -If a
foul, violation, or pick is called while the disc is
in the air, the play is always completed."
Therefore, there are only two situations that
can exist a) pick is called when the disc is in
the air (disc must be caught or it is a turnover);
b) or pick is called before the disc is thrown
(play stops).
The problem comes in with the -1991 Rules
Amendments and Changes· where it says that
if a ~ul, violation, or pick is called while the
disc is not in the air, and a player attempts a
pass before play has stopped, and the pass is
incomplete, it is a turnover.- This is a bogus
call. When does play stop? In the original rule,
it states that play stops when a pick is called.
A careful observer might notice that it is impossible for a player to throw a pass before play
has stopped, yet after pick is called.
The -clarification" makes no sense, and
leads to confusion and disagreements. Imagine a typical situation: A thrower is looking
downfield and listening to the count, and fails
to hear a pick call. A receiver is right next to
the defender, and stops immediately when he
or she hears the call. The thrower throws to
space, and the disc falls to the ground. Tumover. The receiver is penalized for honoring
the pick call! The -clarification- encourages a
-play on- attitude - while the defender who
called pick is yelling to stop play, the offense
is rewarded by NOT stopping until the thrower
stops. It is easy to throw to a player who you
assume is cutting hard, and then they slow
down just enough upon hearing pick called that
they fail to get to the disc. This is not fair.
The play-on rule originated so that an offense would not be rewarded for throwing a
bad pass if there happened to be a pick call.
In other words, if you already threw it, it counts.
Butwhat about the second pass after a pick or

the third? Play used to stop immediately upon
the call of the pck. but the -clarification- has it
stop at some arbitrary time when the offense
stops throwing or cutting.
When play stops, play should stop. When
a player caDs pick. he or she wants the play to
stop because they were unfairly obstructed. It
makes no sense to have a rule that encourages players to keep playing while at the
same time stop playing. If I am slowing down
because of a pck call, I am upholding the spirit
of the game, and following the rules (VIII, 4.
part B, -all players must come to a halt as
quickly as possible when play is halted, and
remain in their respective locations until play
is restarted). The -darification- to the pick
rule encourages violation of the basic principles of Ultimate, and rrust be sbicken from
the rules. Honor the call - STOP when pick
is called!

A pick caD should stop play because the
players hear the caD at different times and
stopping play at the pick call causes less
confusion.
- Gumby Marfin. Honolulu, HI
The pick caD In general is weak. Lazy 0 Is
many times rewarded with any easy
·PICK!! I'm burned. - Suck it up and play D.
Lay it out for Jihad.
- Andy I'BIrott, Santa CIuz, CA
It should continue and stop with the catch,
or as soon as possible, then go back to the
first catch if it was not Involved in the pick.
It's hard to hear or just stop In the heat of
thebaHJe.
- Ralph Jerger. lIakawo, HI
A pick play usually Involves contact or
threat of contact and that violates the
code of Ultimate. Play should stop, disc
return to the thrower. Any dispute over two
minutes should return to the thrower.
Ultimate No Ka 01.
- drew Bob, Kailua, HI
When I call a pick play should stop; It the
opposing team caDs pick and I catch the
continuation throw for the score. it should
count. If I'm not playtng, I don't care.
- Kenton -K.B. - BeaI. Kailua, HI
I beDeve that when I call a pick. play should
stop, completely, regardless of what sort of
continuation has occurred. More often
than not, I've found that the pick call goes
unheard by most of both teams, and this
gives an advantage to the defense team.
-llaft -Rubes- Ruby, Oo/cland, CA
I think that the play should stop on a pick
ca because it's hard to tell when people
are screarring out ·plck- whether It's the
actual play where the pick occurred or
whether the pick was called on an earlier
play so that sometimes players are
confused and that could result in a turnover.
- Mary Comellus. Honolulu, HI

Players at the Kaimana Klassic and the Krewe of Disc Mardi Gras tournaments were asked the following question:
Should the pick rule remaln as Is - with the contluatlon rule applying
or should play stop as soon as a pick Is called?

I think the play should
stop on a pick call. The
confusion and
controversy created by
the continuation rule
would be avoided. I
think It will be more In
line with the spl," of the
game concept.
-EUnllehHn
I'hoenIx, AZ

I would say keep the
rule as It Is and the
defender should call
·play on- If the pick has
nothing to do with the
throw because the
game starts getting
Interrupted more and
more by pick calls and I
like to playa non-static
game.
- Jo.t Arrnblwter
Gum"', Gem1any

If pick is called the play
should stop and the
disc should go back to
the thrower, regardless
of any moaning or
complaining.
- Shen1 Walker
Balllmore, liD

Play should stop when
a pick Is caDed
because It confuses
other players when
there Is a continuation
and that produces an
unfair advantage to
the offensive team.

No continuation ... call
not often heard by
players and natural
tendency Is to stop
when pick called due
to freeze.
- John Rempel,
IndIanapoII$, IN

-KalhyBem

I

Kailua. HI

Thanks to Charles Shaffer and Diane Pagel for the 7 On the Line interviews.

I
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THE COLLEGE DIVISION
COLLEGE NEWS
By the time you read this, the
college season will be well under
way, with Sectionals just around
the corner. Here are a few last
minute items of interest and things
to keep in mind.

» GETBOSTERIZED-Hyou
haven't already done it, get your
roster signed and sealed by the
registrar in time to get the final
version to your College Sectional
Coordinator DAYS BEFORE SECTIONALS. This will allow that
person to check it before the event,
which will save everyone major
headaches. This is ]rey, so look
sharp.
» TOP 25 - Keep calling in
those scores! The rankings are a
great way to get publicity for your
team, which has been proven to be
useful in getting f"mancial and
other assistance from your school
and community. Tournament
directors, keep track of all college
games and fax, eIDail, or phone in
your scores - there's even a form.
you can get from your Regional
Coordinator to help you keep track.
Since the ratings are done weekly,
it's important to get your scores in
RIGHT AWAY, Sunday night after
your event.
Email to Eric Simon's Compuserve account: 70540,1522
(70540.1522@compuserve.com
from the internet), or

Fax to UPA: 719-591..2461, or
Call HQ and leave a message at
1-800-UPA-GetH.
» REGIONAL FEE - There's a
$20 fee per team at Regionals to
cover the administrative costs of
running the event. This is above
and separate from the entry fee
collected by the event director. You
will be asked to make out a
separate check to the UPA for that
amount. The rest of the entry fee
is set by the event director; they're
not allowed to collect exorbitant
fees or give prize money. This is
not a new idea, it's been in place for
some years, although hasn't always
been collected properly.

» COLLEGE NATIONALS AT
LEHIGH - This is the one you
won't want to miss. Jay Cohen and
the inevitable Gimp have been
working for months to put together
a truly spectacular event for both
players and spectators alike. See
the information in their article for
details. Call them up, be on staff,
or plan a vacation around the
event. They're recommending that
you take advantage of the dorm
deal they've created, since it's
graduation weekend and every
hotel in the area is long since
booked.
Hope you're having a great
season, playing hard, staying healthy, and HAVING FUN!

1993 UPA College National Championships
Friday-Sunday, May 28-30
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015
Directors: Jay Cohen (215) 758-8647 Gimp (215)264-8511
The UPA College National Championships is an awesome event and we've put
together a great package to match it. Aside from experiencing the best college
illtimate in the nation, we've got a packed weekend lined up. And it begins right
at ABE airport in Bethlehem, where there will be shuttles to Lehigh. We've
arranged so many shuttles, in fact, that there's no need to rent your own transportation - but, of course, you've got that option too.
Thursday night, while the captains are meeting, we will be showing a big name
movie in a large auditorium. Friday night we've arranged for a local bar to host
us with hors d' oeuvres and reduced pitcher prices for those 21 and over. For those
who can't get in, we'll be showing the movie again. Saturday night the big guns
come out - an outdoor party with live music, food and drink. Sunday, following
the rmals, there will be a huge barbecue dinner at the fields.
And we've saved the best part for last - the accommodations! We've arranged
to rent out dormitory rooms at great rates and combined it with an even better deal
on all-you-can-eat dining hall meals. All rooms contain two single beds, linens and
plenty of room to store your stuff. The meal plan includes breakfast and dinner,
including the barbecue on Sunday. The basic package consists of 3 days and 3
nights room and board (Thursday night to Sunday day), as well as the rest of the
events of the weekend. All this for just $120 per person! Food alone would probably
run you that much anywhere else. And if you want to stick around Sunday night,
that's only another $18.
You can also pre-order your official 1993 UPA College National Championships
disc and/or shirt. Separately the disc is $8 and the shirt is $15, but together they're
only $20! And if you make your reservations before May 1, you'll get a free disc for
each basic package purchased. Everyone's invited to get in on this great deal; you
don't have to be a tournament competitor to take advantage of these terrific rates.
As always, experienced volunteers are greatly needed for this National tournament to ensure a smooth flow of games. And as an incentive we'd like to offer these
volunteers free room. Of course, this can get pretty costly, so we're going to deal
with this on a case by case basis. If you are interested in being a tournament
volunteer, please contact Jay or Gimp before sending in this form..
Note: We highly recommend these accommodations over local hotels for many
reasons, the most important being that the hotels are already booked up due to
Lehigh's Graduation weekend. Also, the dormitories are much cheaper and more
convenient. Additionally, we regret to announce that there cannot be any camping
on campus or within city limits due to strict laws.
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THE ANNUAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE / BOARD MEETING
The 1993 Board of Directors and Coordinating Committee meeting was held January 22-24 1993 in
Washington D.C. The meeting was attended by:
Roger Rains, Executive Director; Neal Dambra, Former
Exec. Director; Carney Foy, Financial Director; Cindy
Fisher, Managing Director; Frank Revi, National College Director; Marie Hartley, National Women's Director; Steve Courlang, National Juniors Director; Andy
Borinstein, Director of Communications and International Affairs; Marcia Dutcher, Central Regional Coordinator; Eric Wenck, Mid-Atlantic Regional Coordinator;
Steve Goodfriend, Northeast Regional Coordinator;
Rex O'Quinn, Southern Regional Coordinator; Brent
Russell, Western Regional Coordinator; Eric Simon,
Board Member; and Robert Rauch, Board Member.
The purposes of the annual meeting are to establish
organizational goals, elect officers and directors, review
ongoing programs and procedures, approve new
programs, approve a budget and discuss player/member input
MISSION STATEMENT
The purposes of the Ultimate Players Association
are as follows:
1. To serve as the governing body of the sport of
Ultimate, representing the interests of the sport and the
interests of all players worldwide;
2. To maintain the spirit of the game as the central
govern ing principle of the sport;
3. To promote the growth and development of the
sport of Ultimate throughout the world; and
4. To act as the vehicle through which the ongoing
activities of the sport are organized, including, but not
limited to: overseeing national and international competition, developing and disseminating educational
programs, maintaining a standardized body of rules and
serving as a medium for the exchange of information.
Our mission has not changed.

.z;-

HOW THE UPA OPERATES
The UPA is an organization established by and for
its members. It is a 501 (C)(3) not-for-profit corporation.
As an organization, the UPA is governed by a set of
Bylaws, which the above Mission Statement is part of,
and which are approved by its membership. In 1992,
the UPA grew to about 7,200 active members. In 1993,
the UPA has a budget of nearly $193,000. To manage
these resources within our Bylaws and Mission Statement, the organization has the following structure:
The UPA has a voting seven-member Board of
Directors which makes decisions regarding non-playing
issues such as promotion, growth, media, sponsorship
and other related business with the non-Ultimate community; and a voting seven-member Coordinating Committee (CC) which makes decisions regarding playing
issues such as rules, tournament protocol, seeding,
player issues, Series scheduling, competition coordination, divisional issues, etc.
Some issues are voted on by both the Board and
the CC. The reason for having two groups is that there
are too many issues for a single body to deal with, and
it also accommodates the varying interests of people
who want to be involved (e.g., someone interested in
coordinating a region might not be too interested in
contracts). The operating principle is one of consensus; the goal is to have everyone in agreement where
possible, which means that everyone's input is considered and we try to have something we can all agree
on before we take a vote.
New projects are presented to the Board and the
Coordinating Committee by chairpersons of committees formed to explore proposals, as well as by any
individual UPA member, team or coordinator that
presents a proposal or an idea. The Board and/or the
CC then evaluates the proposal or idea, always keeping
in mind the UPA's mission statement and goals.
Decisions affecting approved ongoing projects are
overseen by an Executive Committee (non-play-related
issues) or the CC (play-related issues).
The Managing Director coordinates the day-to-day
activities of the entire organization, and the Director of
Competition oversees specific player and competitive
issues, especially those concerning the Fall and Spring
National Series, and any matter requested by the
Board, the CC or individual members, teams or players.
A further network of volunteers administers the sport on
the regional and local levels through Regional and
Sectional coordinators, affiliate clubs and individual
team spokespersons. Still other directors deal with
specific departments such as college, high school,
legal, finance, intemational and communications.

The following is the breakdown of the current membersofthe Coordinating Committee, Board of Directors
and Executive Committee.
THE COORDINATING COMMITTEE
The CC consists of the Executive Director, Women's
National Director and the five Regional Coordinators.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
With the exception of the Executive Director, who is
a required Board member, the Board make-up is not
based on any position or title within the UPA. However,
due to the expectations and dedication required from
the Board members, an informal protocol has been to
fill the Board with at least two CC members, two officers
and two at-large members (non-UPA officials). Any
qualified person may be considered for Board membership. The following individuals make up the UPA Board
of Directors: Roger Rains, Steve Goodfriend, Frank
Revi, Mark Licata, Cindy Fisher, Eric Simon and Robert
Rauch.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The Executive Committee is a subset of the Board.
1993 members are: Roger Rains, Frank Revi, Mark
Licata and Cindy Fisher.
THE GOALS OF THE UPA
The Mission Statement is the underlying essence of
all UPA short and long-term goals.
SHORT-TERM GOALS
1. Upgrade the sanctioning process through the
improvement of Sectional tournaments and by p~ovid
ing more services to these and other UPA sanctioned
tournaments.
2. Increase support of grass roots Ultimate such as
local clubs, college intramural teams, community/summer leagues, teaching tournaments, and other similar
programs.
3. Begin to implement the programs outlined in the
Juniors Division Strategic Plan.
4. Expand media coverage to include more print and
two television feature presentations each year.
5. Obtain major sponsorship of UPA National Series.
6. Produce a first draft of the Tenth Edition of the
Rules of Ultimate no later than the end of 1993.
7. Bring the UPA Management information system
on..,line by summer 1993 and increase the efficiency of
all general administrative procedures in order to reduce
overhead expenditures.
LONG-TERM GOALS
Quantitative
1. 12,500 UPA members by the end of 1995 (about
7,200 members currently).
2. Ultimate played interscholastically at 200 high
schools by the end of 1995 (about 20 high school clubs
now).
3. 200 women's teams competing in the Series
tournaments by the end of 1995 (about 80 now).
4. 200 community/summer leagues by the end of
1995 (about 60 now).
5. Ultimate incorporated in the physical education
curriculum of 200 high schools by the end of 1995.
6. Ultimate played in 60 countries by the end of 1995
(39 now).
7. 500 college teams competing in Series tournaments by the end of 1995 (about 125 now).
Qualitative
1. Regular coverage in sports pages of newspapers
by the end of 1995.
2. Regular cable television coverage of National
Championship games by the end of 1995.
3. Ultimate in the Pan-Am Games by 2005; Olympics
by 2016.
1993 UPA ISSUES RECAP
The following is a recap of the major issues discussed and decided upon which will affect the course
of Ultimate as it relates to the UPA in the upcoming year.
UPASERIES

Regional Redrawing
The Coordinating Committee voted to accept part of
a submitted regional restructuring plan for the West
Region, with the stipulatiuon that teams in the West
which competed in the 1992 Fall Series agree to the
plan. The plan does not actually "redraw" the region, but
it divides the region into two conferences. Details of the
plan are on page 11.

~EPORT

FALL SECTIONALS
Sectionals Improvement Task Force
We have again committed to improving the quality of
Sectional tournaments. These events must be higher
quality, well planned, two-dayevents. Also, the Sectional package kit is going through a revamping to make it
easier to use. If you have some ideas or comments on
Sectionals and/or what we can do to improve the tournaments, please call or write to Rex O'Quinn, Chairman
of the Sectional Improvement Committee and also
Southern Regional Coordinator.
Fall Sectionals Dates
The UPA is requesting that all Fall Sectionals must
be held no later than the weekend of October 16-17.
SECTIONAL COORDINATOR OF THE YEAR
Once again the CC voted on Sectional Coordinators
of the Year. Of course, we thank all the Sectional
Coordinators for their services and dedication to the
sport and the organization. The SCs of the year are
acknowledged on the front cover of this issue. Congratulations to all of you for a job very well done.
FALL REGIONALS
Medical Assistance Program
The UPA will again offer a Medical Assistance
Program to tournament directors running Regional
events.

Regional Wildcards
Regions with a wildcard will be allowed to use either
a 16 or 20 team format. NOTE: The Tournament Format Book (TFB) was adopted by the CC as official UPA
standard and must be used in all Series events unless
the tournament director or Sectional Coordinator gets
permission from the Regional Coordinator to use an
alternative formal Any questions regarding formats
should be directed to your Regional Coordinator or to
Eric Simon.
Club Regional Dates
The UPA is requiring that all Fall Regionals must be
held no later than the weekend of October 23-24.
FALL NATIONALS
Nationals Site
At this time there has not been any formal bid for the
1993 UPA Nationals. Any Ultimate club which is interested should contact UPA HQ as soon as possible.
Nationals Uniforms
Teams competing in the 1993 UPA Nationals will be
required to have t'M> different jerseys (dark and light)
with numbers on them, and matching color shorts.
Numbered shirts are needed to improve stat keeping
which the UPA is trying to gear more towards the
individual player.

Masters Division
The Masters Division is still considered an ad hoc
division. If there is enough field space at the not-yetdetermined Nationals site, there will be a Masters
Division Championship (and a trophy to go with!).
Any questions, comments, ideas about this division
should be directed to Marcia Dutcher, Central Regional
Coordinator and Masters Divsion Committee Chair.
UPA SANCTIONING
The UPA has upgraded its Sanctioning Program and
revised its Five Star (.....) Tournament Rating System.
See related article on following page.
COLLEGE DIVISION

College Nationa/s
Lehigh, May 28-30, 1993. The Lehigh gang is doing
a great job on organizing the event, including arranging
transportation and offering an affordable accommadation package. For more details, see article on page 7.
College Wildcard
The proposal by Alan Padgett and others to base
one of the college wildcards on regional strength was
voted down 6-1 by the Coordinating Committee. The
proposal was well presented, and the amount of thought
and work that went into it was noted and appreciated,
but the Coordinating Committee did not feel that doing
so would create growth in the college ranks. Through
a lengthy discussion, the current concept of both
wildcards based on quantity of teams was affirmed as
the approach that best meets our mission goals and
was basically upheld.
College Committee
Frank Revi, National College Director, is looking for
active college players to join the College Committee.

THE ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

ANNUAL MEETING
(continued)
All interested people should contact Frank as soon as
possible. The committee is to be a forum for directly
exploring the issues affecting this key division and
communicating UPA happenings to the college players.
Proposal to Expand College Nationals
A petition to expand the number ofteams at College
Nationals was presented. Although the goal in itself
was not in question, it was agreed that the extra teams
would make it even harder to find sites (several times
split sites had to be used, and other times more teams
simply wouldn't have fit). Until VIle are able to be
reasonably assured that VIle can maintain that level of
event for years to come, it would be inappropriate to go
for the extra teams.
Student Membership Discount
The reduced student rate is only for those student
players who are eligible to compete in the College
Series. Approximately 30% of our members play in the
College Series, yet almost 50% pay the student rate. It
costs the UPA more than $15 to service a member, and
it is getting to the point where it has become a major
drain on UPA finances. Please don't abuse this discount

JUNIORS DIVISION
The UPA has decided to focus its efforts further on
high school Ultimate. National Junior Director Steve
Courlang has developed a plan to promote Ultimate
within high schools throughout the country. For a more
in-depth look into the Junior Strategic Plan, see related
article on page 10. And get involved!
Juniors Teaching Video
JR Reynolds is working on the final production of the
long-awaited Juniors Teaching video. A summer
release is expected.
INTERNATIONAL
European Liaison
Eddie Jones in Germany is doing a great job as the
UPA's European Liaison. He will continue to be the
main link between the UPA and European players, and
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European players should contact Eddie about international membership, international articles for the
newsletter or any UPA info.
1993 WORLDS
Worlds will be held for the first time in the U.S., as
Madison, WI hosts the 1993 WFDF World Club Championships. Ifs going to be a great event! See article on
page 20.

SPONSORS AND AFFILIATES
Official Disc of the UPA
Discraft will remain the "official disc" of the UPA for
another year. In 1994, the new Official Disc Program
will take effect. The new program will allow several
discs to be "UPA approved" rather than just one disc by
one manufacturer. This type of program will allow
multiple manufacturers to get involved with Ultimate,
opposed to one "official" manufacturer, allowing various
events and programs to be bidded out, and thus bring
in more money into the sport.
The concept behind the program is to establish an
objective disc standard that will serve as the model for
all disc manufacturers who want to compete in the
Ultimate disc market (the model disc specification will
be based on the Discraft UltraStar). A subjective standard committee will then evaluate the manufacturer's
disc to make sure the products meet certain flight
standards.
Ultimate Stuff
John Capozzi is doing a great job with Ultimate Stuff,
a catalogue-type company affiliated with the UPA and
dedicated to offering Ultimate products (discs, shirts,
books, videos, etc.) for discounted prices. John is
planning some fun product surprises for 1993.
Official Travel Agent
The UPA has put the Official Travel Agency Program
up for bid this year. The Board will review the proposals
and make a decision sometime in June. In the meantime, Carolyn Scheyer of Professional Travel is still the
official UPA travel agent The UPA's decision to open
up the bid was purely a business decision and had
nothing to do with Carolyn's performance. In fact,
Carolyn has done a great job for the UPA and its
members for the past two years, and was instrumental

in creating the UPA Travel Agent Program in 1990.
Alamo
The UPA has renewed its affiliate contract with
Alamo Car Rental for another year.
Patagonia
Once again, this casual clothier will provide the UPA
with a product/service trade-out arrangement

COMMUNICATIONS
The Newsletter
A timely newsletter schedule has been set, and the
UPA has received a lot of positive comments about the
Newsletter. We get a lot of requests for strategy type
articles, but very few volunteers who are willing to write
them. If you have any ideas or would like to volunteer
to write articles for the Newsletter, please call Cindy
Fisher at UPA Headquarters.
Press Kit
Andy Borinstein is coming up with an easy-to-use kit
for getting the media's attention in Ultimate matters. It
should be ready by summertime.
ONGOING AND NEW PROJECTS
10th Edition Rules
The project is now behind schedule. The quality of
progress is agreed to be very good, but the level of detail
is taking more time than anticipated. The goal is to have
the "beta" version out by the third quarter of 1993 for
membership testing and review, with a vote for approval
by early 1994.
Certified Observer Pool
The Certified Observer Program still needs some
work and more qualified players to get involved. The
UPA will use observers again during the National
Championships. Individuals who would like to get involved and prepared for the National event should
contact Mark Dixon at 215-692-8429, or Mark Licata,
Director of Competition.
Director of Promotions
The UPA has decided to create a new position within
the organization that will help the UPA to seek and
service potential grants and sponsorship for the sport
of Ultimate. A job description is listed on page 5.

UPARevises

Sanctioning Program

~~~~~
1·~ 1·~ 1·~ 1·~ 1~

by Cindy Fisher

The UPA Sanctioning Program, which started
two years ago and since then has sanctioned over
140 events, is expanding to include promotional and
logistical help to tournament directors.
The Sanctioning Program originated in 1990 in
response to the mcreasing demand from field
providers that event directors carry a liability policy
m order to hold an Ultimate event - or any other
event, for that matter - on their site. By sanctioning their tournaments, tournament directors are
able to be covered under the UPA's insurance policy.
Given, of course~ under policy rules, that all participants are UJ:'A members and sign. a W81ver
release. Hence, the rosters and waiver forms that
accompany sanctioned tournaments.
The UPA is now offering, in addition to the
liability insurance, promotional and logistical help
to tournament directors. Under the new pro~am
which takes effect April 1, 1993, all sanctioned
events can receive uPQn reguest a free ad for their
tournament in the UPA Newsletter (as well as a
listing in "Upcoming Tournaments'~ budget forms
to helpJ>lan for the event, and ap"plicable se~ents
of the Official UPA Tournament Format Handbook
(it's so big you wouldn't want it all). Additionally,
all four and five star events can also receive free
tournament P9sters, press releases sent to your local
media by the UPA, and promotional packets sent to
local high schools (includes a tournament poster,
info on the sport of Ultimate and info about the
tournament).
The UPAis also working_on a Tournament Director Handbook to help out directors with their tournaments. The book IS expected to be completed this
summer.
The Sanctioning Program is based on a five star
ratin~ system that allows players to access the
amemties offered at the tournament. We are also
working on a adding a field site rating to the star
system.
IC you are interested in sanctioning your tournament, practice or league or would like more information aoout the program, call the UPA Headquarters.

THE UPA SANCTIONING PROGRAM
BENEFITS
•

LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS, FIELD PROVIDERS
AND SPONSORS

•

LISTING IN THE UPCOMING EVENTS SECTION OF THE UPA NEVVSLETTER

•

FREE TOURNAMENT AD IN UPA NEVVSLETTER

•

STAR RATING TO LET PLAYERS KNOW WHAT YOUR TOURNAMENT OFFERS

•

ACCESS TO BUDGET FORMS, DIRECTOR'S HANDBOOK TOURNAMENT
FORMATS, AND OTHER HELPFUL INFORMATION FOR TOURNAMENT
DIRECTORS

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS FOR ALL FOUR AND FIVE STAR EVENTS
•

PRESS RELEASES SENT TO LOCAL MEDIA IN YOUR AREA

•

PROMOTIONAL EVENT POSTERS

•

TOURNAMENT INFO AND EVENT POSTERS TO LOCAL SCHOOLS

Ifyourtoumament is a FOUR OR FIVE STAR EVENT, the UPAwili send 20 press releases
and information about the toumament to local newspapers, radio stations and high schools
in your area.
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THE JUNIORS DIVISION
THE HIGH SCHOOL ULTIMATE STRATEGIC PLAN
by Steven Courlang

Dear Fellow illtimate Player,
Please help in promoting the sport
we love. For illtimate to seriously
growth, the UPA has made it a priority
to develop illtimate in high schools.
The junior program's main goal is to
persuade high school P .E. instructors
to teach illtimate in their classes. Its
secondary goal is to vastly increase the
number of high school illtimate clubs.
I hope you will help us accomplish
these goals by volunteering as either a
UPA Certified Coach or as a Junior
State/Local Coordinator.

WHY FOCUS ON mGH
SCHOOLS?
Most illtimate players are introduced to illtimate in college. There are
several problems with this situation.
First, less than half of all Americans
attend college. We are missing a huge
group of athletes that never attend college. Secondly, most athletes choose
their sport before arriving at college.
There are many established sports
(football, basketball, soccer, volleyball,
etc.) being taught in high schools, each
competing for a student's participation. Unlike Ultimate, these sports
have strong name recognition and
most have a significant support organization (Little League, AYSO, Pop
Warner, etc.). illtimate needs to get
into high schools to compete. Finally,
by focusing on colleges, illtimate is
becoming an elite sport. We are limiting our visibility to a typically "white
bread," well-educated, upper-middle
class strata of society.
BECOMING A SELFPERPETUATING SPORT
The aim of the juniors program is to
make illtimate a self-perpetuating
high school sport. Self-perpetuating
sports have established mechanisms
for teaching new players their sport.
To reach this goal, to get into high
school P.E. classes, we need to educated P .E. instructors, those who
remain with the school year after year,
to teach illtimate in their programs.
Once illtimate is incorporated into a
high school's P .E. program, it will be
taught for years to come.
WHAT MATERIALS ARE
AVAILABLE?
The game of illtimate is the underlying product we are offering. Since
"the game" is not tangible, the actual
product we can give P.E. teachers is a
professionally designed teaching package. With this teaching package and
access to affordable discs, a P.E. instructor will have all they need to teach
their students illtimate. Teaching
package materials include: c.rhe ill-

timate Teaching Curriculum," an instructional video, Skills and Drills
manual, How to Start an Ultimate
Club at Your High School booklet,
Teaching Kids Ultimate booklet, current rules, UPA newsletter, illtimate
Stuffbrochures, and UPAmemhership
forms.

HOW DO I MEET mGH SCHOOL
P .E. INSTRUCTORS?
Every high school is unique. Most
times a volunteer can directly approach a P .E. instructor. Other times
a volunteer will have to go through the
school's administration or to the
school's elected student body. Two
ways to address many high school P.E.
instructors at once include:
AAHPERD: The American Association of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance is the
national association of P.E. professionals. The group is an excellent way
to find high schools P .E. instructors.
AAHPERD has an annual national
conference. But the best place to meet
P .E. instructors is by attending the
local state, city, and county conferences. To find out your local AAHPERD
branch, contact AAHPERD's national
office at 703-476-3413.
Office of Curriculum Development: Most School Districts (usually
city or county agencies) have districtwide Curriculum departments. High
school P.E. instructors attend their
curriculum meeting to learn about new
sports to include in their programs,
We need to contact the School District,
fmd out when the Physical Education
instructors next meet, and present illtimate to them.
HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
That's easy. Look over the two
types of volunteers the Juniors program needs. If you are interested in
either position, please complete and
return the "UPA Certification Application." Also, since I am the UPA Juniors
database, let me know of any high
schools that are teaching and/or playing illtimate. Remember, once students play illtimate it will sell itself.
It's up to you and me to get them to try
it. I hope you get involved.
UPA Certified Coaches (CCs):
CCs are the core volunteers that
"adopt" their local high school(s). CCs
have three main duties:
1) CCs will contact, persuade, and
assist high school P.E. instructors to
teach Ultimate in their classes.
2) CCs will assist students by helping to promote and coach their high
school illtimate club.

The Most Important Issue
In mtimate Today
by Jon Gewirtz
I'm getting set to coach another season of high
school illtimate. Last year, my first as a coach, my
little brother asked me to coach his team. A scattered bunch of semi-jocks, burnouts and nerds, they
reminded me of my high school team in 1982. I saw
it as a great opportunity to help my brother take the
next step as a player, so I accepted the challenge.
It was time consuming and frustrating at times.
Consistent attendance by 14 players was certainly
a problem. They eventually learned the rules, the
throws and strategy. Spirit ofthe game was a tough
concept to teach but I cleared up any misunderstandings they might have had in a hurry.
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3) Contact their School District's
(usually City or County) Office of Curriculum Development. Find out when
the Physical Education teachers next
meet to learn about new sports for
their curriculum and present illtimate
to them at their meeting.
CCs will be appointed by the
Junior's National Director (JND) and
Juniors State/City Coordinators
(JSCs). CCs will be certified by completing a short application (enclosed).
CCs will be provided with the UPA
Juniors' teaching package, but will not
be paid a salary or stipend, and will not
be reimbursed for expenses.

Junior State/City Coordinators
(JSCs): JSCs will focus on their
state/city (depending on its size) to implement the "Juniors Strategic Plan."
JSCs have four major responsibilities:

We had successes and failures, elation and disappointment, but by the end of the season they had
genuinely caught the fever and loved the game.
Let's face it, selling illtimate to kids is like selling
Hondas.
This may sound corny but I didn't just have a
team, I had a bunch of new friends. They were
funny, eager to learn and provided a great new
perspective on the game.
My brother graduated along with a couple of other
players, but the guys who remained asked me to
coach again this spring. I'm doing it because I had
so much fun the first time.
There might be people in your area who coach at
the junior level. Make a cameo appearance once or
twice during a season; it's not a big deal. I know that
many members are concerned about the future of

1) Act as a Certified Coach by
promoting illtimate to high schools.
2) Recruit, motivate, and certify
Certified Coaches.
3) Act as liaison between JND and
CCs.
4) Work with the local AAHPERD
branch (American Association of
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance) to promote illtimate
to P .E. teachers.
JSCs will be appointed by the JND.
JSCs will be certified by completing a
short application (above). JSCs will be
provided with the UPA Juniors teaching package, but will not be paid a
salary or stipend. JSCs may have
some expenses reimbursed from the
JND's budget. All expenses must be
pre-approved by the JND.

illtimate. Where are the next group of players going
to come from? Here is your chance. Do something
about it! The least that any team can do is to make
it easy for an individual to coach by allowing him/her
to miss practices and tournaments due to coaching
obligations. Indeed, New York illtimate has made
allowances for team members who coach. In fact
NYU encourages it. It has not impaired our record
and performance.
Name dropping is a thing of the past in the
newsletter, but individuals who coach deserve recognition. Tiina Booth, Ken Dobyns, Matt Jefferson,
Mike Farnham, Sarah Davis, Julie Halpern, Dave
Toohey, Alex Pozzy, Paul Collinson are among the
brave souls who are have or currently are coaching
high school or college Ultimate teams. They practice
what they preach; now it's your turn. Contact Steve
Courlang for more information.

."
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Changes and Effects
Changes that Would Occur
• There would be two regional tournaments instead of one - the two
Conference Championships would
take the place of Regionals.
• More teams would be able to
advance to the Conference Championships than are able to with
Regionals (up to 32 teams vs.
20 teams at Regionals).
• Overall driving distance for
teams competing at Sectionals
and Regionalswould decrease.
• There would be eventual team
growth in the region - the easier
accessibility to events (tournaments
held doser to home) and the increased chances of advancement
from Sectionals will get more teams
to compete.
• There would be two conference
tournament directors (TO) opposed
to one regional TO, which will allow
the TO to focus more on the quality
of the event
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- ~t tn· the . ..' ·l"athel:'Ut.
- . . ~. twO'. Co~ct!. touma...·
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Things that Would Stay the
Same
• The number of regions would not
change. The West Region would
still be considered one region and
the country would still be divided
into five regions.
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• There would still be one Regional
Coordinator for the West in each
division.

(north Texas and
the most western
parts of Nebraska
and the Dakotas)
are the only
geographical changes to the region.
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voted to ('okay" Phase .sand to en:
dOl'aetbeplan, however, theytelt that
it should be up to the Westem.tealnS
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·want such a .· res1ructurillginthehregion.. .In ptkerwol:ds, .thit; ~()nal
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team contact· changes and address '
changes,. we are asking that captaia-s

or

• Wildcards would still be awarded
at the regional level. The West
count would include all teams from
each section of both conferences. If
the West got a wildcard bid in 1993
- which they most likely will - the
second place team from the conference with the most teams would
get the wildcard spot

The divisional line
between the two
conferences
breaks up California just north of
Bakersfield.

• There would still be three levels of
play in the Series - the conference
system does not add an extra level.

Team Participation Using the Conference System
Sections/Conference

Open Teams

Women's Teams

1990

1991

1992

1990

1991

1992

15

20

17

5

5

5

.

11

10

6

Big Sky

•

8

.

.

Conference Total

26

31

35

11

12

7
4
16

Southern California

12

15

12

Mountain

13

13

12

3
4
0
7

4
5
0
9

18

21

Northwest Conference
Northern California
Northwest

11

7

Mntain/Bch Conference

1

2

.Conference Total

26

30

4
28

West Region Total

52

61

63

Hawaii

3
6
2
11
27

In 1990, West Regionals was in Seat/Ie, WA; in 1991, it was in Stanford, CA; and in 1992,
it was in Ft. Collins, CO.

This chart shows two interesting things:
• Sectional participation is linked to the location of Regionals, and
• Future growth is linked to Sectional participation.
The California teams had peak participation when RegiQnals was in California and
then reduced significantly the next year when Regionals moved to Colorado. The
Northwest Women's Division grew after the Section hosted Regionals due to an increase of interest from players in the area. The Mountain Section showed an increase in the Women's Division when it hosted Regionals. (The team growth in the
Northwest and Mountain is actually more than the numbers indicate because the Big
Sky Section absorbed teams from these sections in 1992, which also accounts for
the reduction in the number of open teams from those sections the same year.)
Hawaii continues to grow on its own due to the grass root efforts of local players.
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PLAVE5... ON AND Off THE fIELD
The Ambassador of IDtimate

."

by Adam Zagoria
Has illtimate hit the big time? In these days ticut and joined in the game. It was perfect - a
of Jose Cuervo and BIC-sponsored tournaments,
warm summer night and a game of disc after
Sportschannelbroadcasts, it may seem that way.
driving all day. Dennis was busy schmoozing
How did things get like this? Somebody had
with the head of this "league," making suggesto go around spreading the seeds of growth. Who
tions on what drills to run to help his players,
was it? Could it be ... Satan? Could it be Johnny what tournaments to go to, etc. Before I knew it
Appleseed? Could it be Dennis Cronin?
we were being asked back for beers and were
I remember my first impressions of Dennis given a place to crash for the night. We definitely
when I began playing at Wesleyan. Who was this were working these guys for a place to stay, but
old guy with encroaching flecks of grey yelling at Dennis genuinely enjoyed this scene. He was
me to cut harder, play tough defense, and pracspreading the word about illtimate.
tice my forehand? Was he some ethno-musicolWhen we got to Fleener's house that night, his
ogy grad student hanging around Wesleyan in wife certainly didn't expect her husband to show
the futile hope that he could prolong his adoles- up late, drunk and with two total strangers from
cence? Was he some townie who came to intrude out of town. Screaming something about ''Where
on our peaceful, collegiate spring practices? Was
have you been?" she disappeared into their
he somebody's father? Was he a Dean? And, bedroom. By the next morning Dennis had someanyway, why was he yelling at me?
how made it all right. It was as if he'd known
''Oh, him.
them
for
That's just
yea r s ,
Dennis," I
schmoozing
was told by
with them
some older
about work,
members of
travel and
the team.
life and ac"He's a club
tually sugplayer who
gesting that
comes
to
they needed
p rae tic e
to have a talk
sometimes."
about what
A
"cl ub
U I tim ate
player?" I
meant
to
thought to
their marm y s elf ,
riage. Here
"What the
we
had
hell
does
crashed in on
that mean?"
these people
Is he higher
Dennis, known as Old Yeller, (left) with Jeff Fillinger at a tournament
from out of
up than a
nowhere and
captain? Can he bench me during games?
he was now
Should he really be cawing at me like a
playing marriage counselor. But they somehow
cacophony of crows from the sidelines?
seemed relieved that he had made this suggesDennis was both yin and yang. Self and other.
tion as we headed on our way.
Player and coach. Day after day, year after year,
This is the essence of Dennis. Ironic that a
he would show up in his black VW with the man whose own passionate desire to play illeternal "For Sale" sign on it. He would change
timate has jeopardized relationships should be
from his business suit into his illtimate clothes telling this newlywed couple about the impor(although we soon found out he didn't really have tance of discussing what illtimate means to a
a job) and come play with us.
relationship. He was spreading the word of his
He always had a smile on his face and a
own experiences ... hoping that others might
wisecrack on his lips, even as he yelled and benefit.
cajoled us into being "the best we could be."
At the 1991 Northeast Regionals, I watched
Drawing on his role as Mr. illtimate in the state the Graffiti-Earth Atomizer game for third place
of Connecticut, he helped organize scrimmages
and a bid to Nationals. Playing for Graffiti, Denagainst whatever motley collection of drunken,
nis was a senior member and made his minutes
bare-foot, been-out-of-Frisbee-for-so-Iong-I-Iast- count. When the battle was over, Graffiti had
played-with-a-141 club players he could drum up.
supplanted Earth. I approached Dennis with
He took the time not only to consult with the some fellow Wesleyan players. He never looked
captains and the older members of the team so happy. Mter playing for 15 years and watchabout strategy, goals, and workouts, but he also
ing many of his friends, fellow players and even
seemed to be at his best one-on-one with some his pupils go to Nationals, his day had fmally
mealy-mouthed, scared little freshman. Many a
come. I gave him a hug and told him he deserved
Wesleyan player (male and female) has learned it. He did. He was laughing and crying simulhow to throw a forehand, pivot, or play aggres- taneouslyas he thanked Wesleyan for letting
sive D because of Dennis's unwavering efforts at him practice with us and putting up with him for
teaching the sport of illtimate.
all these years.
Through it all _ captainship changes, 7 a.m.
No, thank you, Dennis. To some of us younger
practices (because despite Steve Mooney's players it may seem that illtimate deserves to be
legacy, we were denied a field at a civilized hour as big as it is now. Unaware of our game's history,
one fall), frustrating and heart-wrenching we just don't know about the Dennis Cronins of
Regionals, and rain-drenched, mud-infested, no- the sport who spread illtimate like so many of
girls watching practices - Dennis was there to Johnny Apple's seeds.
guide the team and its varying personalities.
Dennis is like tofu, Arthur Ashe, or a wellIn the summer of 1991, Dennis and I drove timed, perfectly placed hammer. He can fit in
cross country. He had his list of summer league
anywhere - an important game, a summer
contacts and we were planning on frequenting league game in Nebraska cornfield, or just any
some local-yokel games. Driving through flat old Wesleyan practice.
and dusty Nebraska on our way to the Boulder
You can always find him with his upturned
tournament, Dennis suggested we stop in Omaha Cincinnati Reds or New York Yankees hat, his
and check out its illtimate scene. We needed a
knee-length, Salvation army retread shorts, and
place to stay anyway, so we figured we'd check it his greying goatee. He might be tossing you his
out. It was here that I got to see the Ambassador trademark blade, bawling at his teammates to
of illtimate in his finest form.
get them pumped, or just helping somebody out
Omaha's summer league consisted of 4-on-4 in on the sidelines. Perhaps you will see him this
a cornfield. We told them we were from Connec- summer in Colorado or Wisconsin. Or just some
warm night in your hometown.

Ultimate Photo Wins Photo
Contest
Grant Wise, illtimate player and ultimate
photographer, won honorable mention in the
13th Annual College Photography Contest.
Grant's action photo of illtimate was one of
21,000 entries. His photo will be published in
the hard-bound 1993 College of Photography
Annual. Congratulations, Grant! And
thanks for all the great photos you send to the
Newsletter.

.
The Ultimate Wedding
by Andy Borinstein
On February 6, Big Rick Atkins and Ana
Santoyo were betrothed in front of 100+ friends
and admirers at the Commodore Barry Club in
Philadelphia. While many former UPenn and
Philmore illtimate players sat on the groom's
side of the aisle, several Thunderdog players
were seated on the bride's side. Food and
beverage were plentiful and the band was hot.
When last seen, the newlyweds were packing
their cleats and discs and heading off to Mexico.
Jack W.A Dog would definitely approve.

Are you tired of the ume old tournamenta1._ Then play

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

ULTIMATE

SALT LAKE CITY -DAWEENA- TOURNAMENT

May 8 & 9,1993
And take 110m. tmtra tim. to Ki the "p-eete.t .now on earth"
at diacounted rat.. and SDOwbird and mountain bike the
W...tch foothilla or the nearby alick-rock country.

--~

.~ ./. .". .,

CONTACT:
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!;;~; ~~
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Mea and Fred Snyder 801-631-9428

Lou Piaacane 801-484-4771
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THE LDC!AL ULT'~ATE SC!ENE
Local Ultimate Clubs Can Do A Lot

Local Club Listings

by Raphael Savir

Below iis a list oflocal Ultimate dubs and contacts
from around the country. If your dub is not listed,
call the UPA office with the your dub information
so it can be listed in fthe next issue.

Greetings from BUDA
I am writing on behalf of a nonprofit organization in Boston called
BUDA (Boston mtimate Disc Alliance). The name was shamefully
copied from elsewhere, as was the
idea of an "umbrella" organization.
Otherwise, we're pretty original.
We hope you can gain some inspiration from our success.
The idea of BUDA was created
over brewskies one night by Bruce
Jacobson, Kathy Rowe and myself,
when we decided to run a hat tourney, a benefit tourney, a summer
league, etc. We needed more work
and organization than most individuals or teams could provide.
We didn't want a "one shot deal,"
but instead were hoping to build an
organization that, for years to come,
would run these kinds of events.
BUDA has organized players from
club teams, summer teams, open
teams, and women's teams. I have
been impressed by the willingness
of these people to get down and
work hard. Unfortunately, a volunteer position means too much work
for too few people, so we try to limit
our horizons and recruit actively.
As we burn out, I hope that new,
fresh bodies and minds will take our

places. A special thanks to Denis
Proulx and Anne Murray, who were
instrumental to the success of
BUDA.
BUDA is comprised of five committees, which have met with varying levels of success and
participation.
1) Good Cause - we have run an
annual hat tournament for two
years now, raising over $4,000 each
event. Good times for all, some good
press and a good feeling from helping a local charity.
2) BACUL - Boston Area Corporate Ultimate League. They
were here before we were, but now
their organizer~ are covered by our
non-profit status (think lawsuits).
BACUL has 40-50 teams participating from companies lying within an
hour of Boston.
3) Summer League - another
summer league? You got it! The
Boston Summer League included
200 players overflowing into 10
teams this last summer. Very
tightly run. We'll probably go to 12
teams next summer, with two sites
still subway accessible.
4) Fall League - we just started
it this season. I actually did 90% of
the communication via email and

fax, making the captains disseminate information to their teams and
then back to me. I only took/made
about 30 calls the whole season.
5) Youth League - we have had
trouble getting this going, but we've
gotten into some of the schools to
encourage mtimate play.
For anyone out there considering
something similar, we have some
advice:
• Limit the number and scope of
your projects or you'll spread yourself to thin;
• Think long term;
Recruit excellent people to
help you;
• Buy an answering machine or
use a voice mail system for the club
(voice mail is very inexpensive);
• Try to hook up with any and
all mtimate events in your area;
and
Plan on going non-profit, it
makes you less vulnerable to lawsuits and convenient for donations.
I welcome and offer help, assistance, questions, compliments ....
Raphael Savir, BUDA President
617-489-2543.

Central Region
Cincinnati Ultimate Club, Cincinnati, OH
Chris Skindzer 513-731-3967
Mid-Atlantic Reg Ion
CMUA, Central Maryland
Barry Lloyd 301-490-1860
PADA, Pennsylvania, PA
Rick Atkins 215-248-4858
RFDA, Roanoke, VA
Mike Overaacker 703-774-3389
WAFC, Washington, D.C. area
Steve Goodwin 703-243-2160
Mary Beth Tinley 703-237-9715
West Virginia Ultimate, Morgantown, WV
Craig Shearer 304-292-5329
Northeast Region
Buffalo Ultimate Club, Buffalo, NY
Mike Delano 716-883-1040
Southern Region
West Region
Colorado Springs, Colorado Springs
Mike Lyle 719-597-6716
LAOUT, Los Angeles, CA
Debbie Kramer 818-241-7459
Seattle Ultimate, Seattle, WA
206-781-5840
Tempe Ultimate, Tempe, AZ
Kevin Hatch 602-986-8584
HULA, Hawaii
Pam Martin 808-373-4142

Summer Leagues Listings
for Ultimate In Your Area
The list below includes contacts for summer leagues around the country. If your summer league
is not included in this list and you would like it to be, call the UPA office with the the information.
Thie summer league listing will ron again next issue.

Central Region
Athens, OH
Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland, OH
Duluth, MN
Indianapolis, IN
Iowa City,IA
Kansas City,
Madison, WI
Sl Paul, MN
Omaha, NE
Pella,lA
Rockford,ll
South Bend, IN
S.CentraJ,OH
Southfield, MI
Springfield, MO
Toledo,OH
Wnnapeg,CN

614-593-7841
lim Mahoney
Mike Dinerman 513-221-4639
216-932-3574
Scott Balson
John McFarland 216-464-4789
John Morgan
213-727 -7695
Dave Hasbrook 317-634-4356
Michael Simon 319-351-7516
913-648-3142
Stuart Price
John HuggeH
608-256~11
Cindy Tamaki
612-635~39
John Donovan
412-571-8262
Brian Loynachon 515~3-2294
Nate Boggs
815-965-6882
PaulWlson
219-288-1349
Mar1tQueen
614-998-2132
313-569-5200
Chuck MiUiken
Mike Mills
417-866-8176
David O'Shea
419-478-9257
204-475-8810
BUI Burgess

Mid-Atlantic Region
Baltimore, MD
Char1ottsvile, VA
Far HiUs, NJ
lehigh Cnty, PA

BarryUoyd
Rooster Branch
Betsy Bono
RusseilOwen

Mercer Cnty, NJ
Paramus, NJ
Philadelphia, PA

Rich Levy
DaveAltana
laura Delong
Rick Atkins
Steve Neuman
PerrySugg
Mike Overacker 703-n4-3389
David Epping
703-878-7590
Toad Leber
919-791-8623

Pittsburgh, PA
Raleigh, NC
Roanoke, VA
Washington, DC
Wlnington, NC

301-490-1860
804-295-9179
908-089-4942
215-434-6538
215-481-3569
609-581-5658
201-891-5658
215-727 -0397
215-238-8751
412-362-1006
919-781-1406

Northeast Region
Albany, NY
Boston, Corp.
Boston, MA
Buffalo, NY
Brattleboro, VT
E. Hampton, NY
Hartford, CT

Brian Schmidt
Bruce Jacobson
Raphael Savir
Mike Delano
Keith VVeitzmann
SasPeters
Dennis Cronin

518-459-8946
617~8-5678

617-489-2543
716-883-1040
802-896-6539
516-267-8200
203-951-9857

New Haven, CT
New York, NY
Ottawa, Can.
Portland,ME
PrO'Jidnce, RI
Purchase, NY
Rochester, NY
Toronto, Can.
Westchester,

Phil Weiss
AlexZelvin
Keith V\lhyte
Mike Moser
Dave Toohey
Mike Daur
Ted Naylon
Chris Lowcock
SleveBrown

203-782-0374
212-72~62

613-235-5263
207-874-2383
401-828-8652
203-846~49

716-271-0382
416-694-5512
914-633-2230

Southern Region
Atianta,GA
Baton Rouge
Binringham, AL
Dallas, TX
Houston, TX
Huntsville, Al
Miami, FL
Naples, FL
Savannah, GA

AnneUndsey
Alex Sheflield
Tom Kamerer
Toby leonard
Chris lenzsch
Aoyd Roberts
Kurt Dahlenburg
Rob Buchanan
J.R. Reynolds

Tallahasee, FL
W.P. Bch, FL

BiliSinvnons
lim Finan

404-872-2187
504-383-6536
205-918~00

214-826-1586
713-558-4947
205-544-1967
305-558-2460
813-455-4357
912-356-1215
912-897-4729
904-574-0004
407~4-0529

Western Region
Alameda Cnty,
Burbank, CA
Calgary, Can.
Corval~s,

OR
Denver,CO
Eugene,OR
Honolulu, HI
los Angeles, CA
Palo Alto, CA
Phoenix,AZ

Portland,OR
San Diego, CA
San Francisco
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz, CA
Seattle, WA
Tri-Valley, CA
Vancouver, Can.

Pat Pohl
John Babin
Rick Collins
SleveUman
Deborah Coffey
Pete Crosby
Joe Millon
Doug Bergerson
Debbie Kramer
Craig Russell
Kevin Hatch
Bob Ransdell
Dave Hopkins
Brian Plymale
lim O'DonneU
WardOxny
J.K VVesley
Mark Friedland
Pat Pohl
Adam Bearson

415-373-5860
818-840-8612
403-283-8954
403-240-3219
503-929-0373
303-698-1348
503-484-5011
808-956~82

813-241-7459
415-493-0367
602-986-8584
602-844-8196
503-233-9525
619-483-2352
415-731-4275
805-962-0933
408-427 -3707
206-527 -9465
206-525-0452
415-373-5860
604-732-9915

~~--

~----~------~--_~

_ _,_ _ _ _ _~_.....aI
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ultimate
REFLECTIONS ON KAlMANA
wow!

What a weekend.
Spectacular trip to the North Shore
sun shining, swells crashing, pau hana!
Drive till sand and cliff converge
Unpack the Metro, I'm early.
Kaimana staff working hard
as the guests start rolling in.
Here's your shirt, disk and cabin
see you at dinner. A catered
spaghetti with soda or beer.
Ultimate people fed and happy.
Band playing rock 'n roll
as the campfire starts burning.
Stars paint a beautiful sky
their light dancing on the ocean.
Last mainlander crashes about 1 o'clock
dreaming about Ultimate paradise.
Morning comes quick, skip breakfast,
good thing, I heard. Games set for 9.
Start a little late as the skydivers drop.
Wild loops and speed diving set the tone
for Aloha Ultimate on nine fields
surrounded by water and cliff.
Players play plenty in the sunny, salt air.
Horn blasts clearly useful as the games
click like a clock. Sun sets slowly
as the polo gate locks. Saturday party
rages just three miles ahead.
Chicken dinner served so fme, yet hard
working Merk must back up the line.
An Ultimate band plays tonight: it's KB, Grant
Kathy and Kip, with Gino and Bob looking hip.
Everybody's dancing to the Assembly Hall rockin'
till I enter on cue for my set with the band.
Two short songs cus that's all I got.
Exit stage right
into the beer truck. How convenient!
Another star filled night as the fire blazes.
Players squawking in harmony for Yucca,
chant for the nektar and prepare to receive.
Dip the jug long into the night talking story
with Seattle Mike. Party finalists come
up short as the man of Molokai wins outright.

Morning comes way to early.
Skipped breakfast, better today I heard.
Load up the Metro with Nektar Haagen
signing the praises of Hawaii.
Mike and Chandy have games underway,
I kick back and enjoy a sunny Sunday.
The womenz fmal played in the heat
with Whirled Peas the team to beat.
An exciting game down to the wire
with Seattle falling just short of the fire.
The Peas smile the happiest face
winning the Tiki with spirited grace.
A call for poetry to start the game
right after a tandem skydive display.
Lay on the turf and stare at the sky
ringed like a disc by the menz finalists.
Play with Aloha and dive to the sky
Kamaksni the wind rewards spirit high
The Tiki blesses those who plays best.
Once again with a Wave of Bliss
its Nektar Haagen repeating as
champion at Kaimana 6.
Sunday night party, I think I'll pass out.
But there's PoDawg's luau and hula show
and reggae band and friends and Yucca
and lots of beer. I'll never forget the 300 faces
ringed on the lawn paying attention
to all that went on. I forgot to mention
some teams that played here and a few hard
workers who made Kaimana cheer.
Received a great honor and lost my mind
I'm sorry womenz Ultimate for shorting your
time.
Lots of people play all night.
Dancing to reggae and singing my songs.
Right at sunrise, beer runs out.
Now I, drewBOB must pass out.
Thank you Bud Light for all that you do
and bless you hard working Kaimana crew.
To all the players who came from afar
you made my weekend five hundred star.

Parchuters landing at the tournament, photo by Grant Wise
Hula Maidens, photo by Usa Merlin

-drewBob

above photo and the photos below by Grant WISe
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Recent Tournaments and Other Events
UPCOMING
TOURNAMENTS
UPA SANCTIONED
TOURNAMENTS
April 24-25. Cornell Reunion, Ithaca,
NY. Suzy 607-277-0678 or Aaron
607-253-8307.
April 24-25. The Second Annual
Chowdahead Benefit, Warwick, RI.
Dave Toohey 401-726-5538.
June 26-27. Second Annual Strong
Children's, Rochester, NY. Brad
Chern 716-546-1299.
July 24-25. Hats, Hops & Hucks,
Boulder Creek, CA. Moe 408-3384003.

***

****

*****

*****

CENTRAL REGION
April 3-4. Fools Fest, Lawrence, KS.

Gina Cameli 913-865-4358.

Seven Little Idiots: the Women's Division
by Chris O'Geary
Down here in the South we just can't
had eight players which made for a
get enough of a good thing - ULcasual and fun atmosphere. Games
TlMATE that is. While the rest of the
were played to seven, round robin forcountry is chillin' out, we're down here
mat with a semis and finals. DIRT, a
layin' it out. For this year's festive
new Atlanta team, won a game in their
event, eight women's teams
".",
braved the severe vveather
conditions - a sunny 65
degrees with a steady breeze.
Atlanta's
I
Had
A
Dream... Team, DIRT, and
Black
and
Blue,
Birmingham's
Rhythm
Method, Florida's Hucksters,
Savannah's Savage Sisters,
rust tournament ever! Probably the
Wilmington's Seaweed and a combo
best game on Saturday matched Black
team all competed at the Seven Little
and Blue against UNCW. Seaweed had
Idiots tournament in Atlanta on
them 6-2 with several opportunities to
January 16-17.
fmish them off, but Black and Blue
bruised their way to victory in an inAnyone who showed up and wanted
spiring comeback. Dream Team was
to play was allowed and several teams

undefeated, while the Hucksters
fmished second with one loss.
Birmingham had to beat Seaweed to
go to the semis, but just couldn't pull it
out.
Dream Team played a solid
zone against Seaweed in the
semis, leaving them a little
clogged, especially with one of
their best throwers on the
sidelines with an injury. The
Hucksters beat up on Black and
Blue in the other semis.
The Dream Team stayed
awake and led the finals from start to
finish! Both teams played quality Ultimate and the beer-swillin' spectators
got their money's worth. I received a
lot of compliments which made hosting
the tournament a pleasant experience.
Thanka! Y'all come back now ya here!

April 10-11. Big Ten, Madison, WI,

College
only.
Sam
Sackett
608-256-4731 .
April 17-18. Mona Madness, Winona,
MN. Trish 507-452-5165 or Jason
507-453-1698.
April 17-18. Sl Louis Classic, Sl Louis,
MO. Scott Keating 314-436-0053.
April 24-25. 7th Annual Dennis J . Drazba
Memorial, Carbondale, IL. Ian Weidner
618-457-0194.
May 15-16. Centrals, Kalamazoo, MI.
Drew Daniels 313-541-8042.
May 22-23. Chicago Tournament,
Chicago, IL. Liz Schmidt 317-743-2220.
June12-13. Poultry Days, Versailles, OH
Dale Wilker 513-298-9938.
June 19-20. Deer Creek, Indianapolis, IN.
Dave Hasbrook 317-254-0293.
June TBA. KC Tourney, KC, MO. Mike
Sunderland 913-831-4918.
July 3-4. Sweet Pea Fest, Rockford, IL.
Nate Boggs 815-965-6882.
July 17-18. Mason Dixon IV, Lexington,
KY. Same site as Fall Regionals. Rick
Rydz 606-269-5075.
July 25-31. World Club Championships.
MUFA 608-259-1025.
Aug 7-8. Cooler Classic, Milwaukee, WI.
Scott Severson 414-644-5619.
Aug 28-29. Prairie Fire Hat, Winnepeg,
Canada. Simon Cotton 204-453-008.
Aug TBA. Mad Dog Qualifier, E. Lansing,
MI. Fly Russell 517-336-8064.
Sept4-5. Springfield Tourney, Springfield,
MO. Chris Conley 417-759-7262.
MID-ATLANTIC REGION
April 10-11. Mud Fiesta. Bucknell Univ.,

Lewisburg, PA. Collegiate Open only.
Kevin Burnham 717-523-7527.
April 10-11. Easter Eggstravaganja,
Wilmington, NC. Toad 919-924-7687.
April 10-11. Ivies Plus, Princeton, NJ.
Ted 609-924-7687.
April 17-18. Weekend in the Big House,
Penn State, PA. Open and Women's.
Chris Anderson 814-867-2412.
April 17-18. LumsOpen, LumsPond, DE.
Eric 41 0-319-8594.
May 1..,2. Lehigh County Open, Allentown,
PA. Russ 215-434-6538.
May 8-9. Mothers Day, Philadelphia, PA.
PADA 215-238-8751.
May 22-23. Easterns Regionals, Cape
Henlopen, DE. Eric 410-319-8594.
July 11-12. Beach Ultimate, Wildwood,
NJ. Coed. Mike Adlis 609-692-0379.
Aug 28-29. Cape Henlopen, Cape
Henlopen, DE. AJ 703-528-3819.
NORTHEAST REGION
April 17-18. Frisbee Foundation, New

Haven, CT. Pete 203-436-0749.
April 10-11. Hampshire Invil Hampshire

College, amherst, MA. College only.
Heather 413-549-0310.
April 10-11. Easter Bonnet, Brown
University, Lakshm 401-789-0942.

Don't forget to call in your change
of address to 1-800-UPA-GETH
Bulk mail is not forwarded! Call
in your change of address to continue getting your newsletter.

April 24. UMass, Amherst, MA. College.

Paul Fredella 413-259-1825.

April 24"l25. Ultimate Tournament, Williams

College. Nadine 413-597-6702.

April 24-25. Purchase Cup, Purchase, NY

Dave 914-251-7513.
May 1-2. Purchase Women's Tourney,

June 26 &27, 1993
Roberts

Wesleyan

ROCHESTER,

NEW

College

YORK

For More Information Call: Brad Cherin (716) 546-1299

Purchase, NY. Annie 914-251-7527.

May 1..,2. Rochester Tourney, Rochester,

NY. Brian 716-482-7696.

May 1..,2. College Tournament, Wesleyan,

Middletown CT. Chris 203-638-0452.
May
1-2. Hampshire
College,
413-549-7205.
May 8.e. Buffalo Tournament, Buffalo, NY.
Mike Delano 716-883-1040.
June 5-6. UPA Easterns, TBA. Steve
617-891-9279.
SOUTH REGION
April 3-4. Monkey Bowl IV, Nashville, TN.

Dave Kessler 615-331-6556.
April 10-11. Joint Summit Classic,

Clemson, SC. Dean Preston 803-885-1890
or 803-656-1074.
May 1-2. Ultimate Bowl XII, Athens, GA.
Tony Eubanks, 706-548-1748.
May 22"l23. Little Rock Tourney, Little Rock,
AR. Chuck Hancock 501-565-9544.
WEST REGION
April 3-4. Davis Open Invitational, UC

Davis, CA. Darrel Nounnam415-497-5359.
May 1-2. Spring Thaw, Colorado Springs,

CO. Coed. Mike 719-597-6716 or Chris
719-578-5576.
May
15-16.
California
State
Championships, UC Santa Cruz, CA. Kevin
Givens 408-459-4220.
May 29~1. Santa Barbara Classic, Santa
Barbara, CA. Jim Mallon 805-968-3301.
June 19-20. Summer Solstice, Oregon
State Univ. Alan Higginbotham
503-928-0552.
July 17-18. Potlatch, Seattle, WA. Coed.
Joey Gray 206-784-3525 or email Bruce
Miller at70314,171 (compuserve).
July 31-Aug 1. Boulder Benefit for Latin
American Medical Assistance. Coed. Vao
Mont Station, P.O. Box 19422, 2995 55th
Sl, Boulder, CO 80301.
Aug 21-22. Emerald City Classic, Seattle,
WA. Troy Frever 206-524-8648.

Mudbowl XII Binningham, AL
by Eric Gingold

Eight women's and 29 open teams
qualified and competed this year at
the 12th Annual Mudbowl, February
13-14. Ed Fox brought his Charlotte
Latin Limbo high school team, and
the long distance award went to the
Ann Arbor Ultimate squad. Diversity and inter-regional competition
made for a bright start to the Ultimate season.
Saturday pool play saw nine pools
doing battle on the lush grounds of
Sheley Academy Polo Fields. Moody
weather prevailed most of Saturday,
and needless to say, the shaved ice
concession stand got hosed. We were
delighted to have Dr. David Shales
on hand to help with chiropractic
adjustments throughout the
weekend. In his words, "business
was good..." no major injuries were
suffered in tournament play. Which
brings us to the party.
A stunning marriage of 13 kegs,
two stink bombs, an exploding toilet,
and groovy country music by Cheap
Date led up to the triumphant return
of Toolbox, a band well-known by
Mudbowl veterans. The band was in
rare form, which also could be said
for our own beloved Rhythm Method
women. On a related note, many
thanks to Abita Brewery for their
generosity and support of Mudbowl.
Sunday's play resumed with
women's quarters under glorious

mild weather. In the semis, Atlanta
Ozone defeated Atlanta Dirt and
Seaweed took New Orleans Huge.
Ozone commanded the final game,
11-3. Congratulations to all the
players.
In the open quarters, Birmingham Critical Mass defeated
Atlanta's Dance, Huntsville's Freaks
of Nature took out Athens,
Columbia's Bad Tequila eliminated
New Orleans No Gravity I, and
Baton Rouge Turbodogs spilled
Knoxville's Voodoo. In the semis,
very close games featured Critical
Mass outlasting Freaks, and Bad Tequila (with weekend support from
several Wilmingtonians) knocking
out Turbodogs.
The open final was played to nine
because of impending darkness. The
game had its share of great layout
blocks and endzone acrobatics. Birmingham pulled out to a 5-3 lead,
then allowed four straight goals by
Bad Tequila. Columbia was in commanding position at game point, 8-5.
But Critical Mass surged back to tie
and face a dual, no-cap game point.
A defensive stall allowed Birmingham to take the game-winner. It
was a very clean, spirited final game.
A positive ending to an excellent
tourney. Thanks to all teams for
coming!
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Double Happiness and Maine-iacs Quake New Year Fest
by Kevin Hatch and Jim Pederson
Nineteen open and 10 women's teams met for
semifinalist. Mama Bird did an intervention on
the 11th edition of the New Year Ultimate Fest on
the Huckaholics, 15-10, in the quarters before TucFebruary 6-7. The New Year Fest has lately oc- son dropped them 17-5 in the semis. The other B
curred on the weekend after the Super Bowl, and semi saw UCSB Black Tide slime ABQ 17-6. The B
if holiday naming conventions were strictly abided
fmal was a close, back and forth contest that saw
it would more accurately be called the Ground Hog Tucson trot home in the end, 19-15.
Fest; but the fun atmosphere that accompanies
No upsets in the open A quarters put four unNew Year Fest sort of forces its hand.
defeated teams in the semis. The Kool Kows went .
The first qualifier for the Jose Cuervo Chamhoofto blister with New York in a tight game. The
Kows turned in a mjnjmal number of mistakes, but
pionships, division tournament winners received
bids to the September tournament in Boston.
the dynamic NY long game prevailed as it so freCuervo provided their standard water, fruit, ice
quently does, finally putting down the Kow uprisand goodies for the participants.
ing, 17-15. Nice Guys met Double Happiness in the
Once again an interesting diversity of localities combo bracket. This game played much the same
as the other, with both teams·i n position to win late
made the desert trek. Official UPA rosters
in the game. But the biffs and the breaks went to
revealed 19 states represented, including seven
states east of the Mississippi. Aliens observing Double Happiness
as they prevailed,
from outer space would have to conclude this was
17-14.
some sort of weird combination of fanatic flesh
removal cult and beer filtration system. In fairness
Saturday's
to our fine host, The City of Tempe, the Diablo shake-up in the
Stadium fields are flat, low on ruts, and provide Women's Division
good traction. Unfortunately, they're not real soft led to a tough
or fuzzy. It's desert here.
match-up in the
quarters - Safari
The Open Division format called for round-robin
pool play with Saturday's results seeding three vs. Whirled Peas.
divisions for Sunday. Top seeds included: New In a game to 15,
Peas
York, going for the NYF threepeat and flexing their Whirled
UPA Open Division National Champion muscles; you th and enNice Guys Off the Field, a Chicago/l'exas/LAcombo thusiasm fmally
prevailed over the
who came in
veteran Safari,
flexing lots
17-16. The semis
of their own
matched Whirled
muscles; the
Peas against Full
Bay Area's
Moon and the
Kool Kows);
Maine-iacs
and Double
against the ConHappiness,
dors. Full Moon's
a South/East
charm continued
Bay mix of
through the tourjolly turfney as they put
grinders.
the
Whipped VegScott Burgess
The
gies away, 15-8.
Women's
: The Maine-iacs received a measure of resistance
Division was
from the Condors, but the victory went to the
also a round~e-iacs, 15-10.
robin pool
The women's final was short and, for the Maineplay, with
iacs, sweet. The Maine-iacs put an end to the
Saturday's
Escapade's carefree romp through the New Year
results seedFest poppy fields, 15-5, and left much as they had
ing an eightarrived... dashing off to catch their planes.
team single
The open fmal, on the other hand, was among
elimination John Flynn of Hohuckam caught this disc for
the finest finals ever staged here. As is often the
playoff and a a score with Mike Tumff of New Yorlc on D.
consolation
case at the New Year Fest, the final swung into
game for fifth. The division welcomed the ever- gear in twilight. The City of Tempe threw the
dominant and reigning UPA Champion Maine-iacs, switch on the old mercury vapors, and the New
a typically strong Santa Barbara Condor team, the York vs. Double Happiness game was under way.
Bay Area's Whirled Peas, Mary Lou's Full Moon
The first half was close with NY leading at half,
Escapade, UCSB's Burning Skirts, Tucson's Team 8-7. Happiness later tied at 11s, with their 11th
Bean, Albuquerque, San Diego's Safari, Southern assist being thrown by the 11th different player.
California, and the host Solar Sisters.
Down 12-13, Happiness received the pull and gave
Saturday's open play saw all four first seeds win it to Jesse Cortes for a long forehand huck to "Dilly"
their pools without losing; the closest contests
Peltz. Mter consecutive goals Double Happiness
being the Kool Kows 13-11 victories over led 15-13. New York came back with a big huck to
WIIMN/IL's NOT! AGAIN! and LA's Huckaholics, make it 14-15, and then called time-out to stop
and New York's 13-11 win over hometown favorite
Double Happiness at game point with another
Hohuckam. Hohuckam and NOT! AGAIN! made trademark New York surge. The strategy and
the "N' quarters, as did San Diego's Seven Angry psych worked as NY scored to tie, 15-15. HappiClowns and Gimme Five Bucks, a combo from the ness then turned the disc and NY had a chance to
regain the lead. A great D, however, and a patient
four corners of Earth.
Women's play Saturday saw pool B go largely offense gave Happiness the point, 16-15.
Great defensive plays continued in the last
according to seed, with the Condors soaring high
above the competition. Pool A was a hijinks pool, points. Billy Layden swatted down a huck in the
as a plane delay forced two Maine-iac players to endzone only to see NY get possession back at the
take on Full Moon Escapade until the rest of the other end with an interception by Joe McHugh.
New York then tied it at 16-16, creating game point
cavalry finally arrived. But the cavalry was too
late - the game was capped and Full Moon Es- for both teams. Happiness received the pull, but
capade burned down the Maine-iac fort, 8-3. The at a high count lost possession. NY quickly worked
Maine-iacs were further tested two rounds later it to the goal line, but then turned it over in the
when Safari pushed the champs to 13-11. The next endzone. Happiness, now at their fourth game
round, Full Mood Escapade completed the topsy- point possession, worked it downfield for the final
turvy transpiring by winning the pool, putting
score, winning the 11th New Year's Fest, 17-16.
down Safari 13-11.
The Maine-iaes and Double Happiness gave the
On Sunday, the Open C Division saw Chicago's New Years Fest the old Bay Area double whammy.
Fork Boy emerge to take Phoenix ALSO down,
Overall, it was a beautiful weekend packed with
some terrific Ultimate and we, your humble hosts,
13-6, taking home a handsome case of Budweiser.
The B Division quarters provided some excitement, are most glad you all came. We certainly hope to
matching Albuquerque's Anarchy and Burbank's see everyone back next year, as we will have to rage
Full Boar in a spirit-filled lovefest that ABQ won, doubly at next year's party to make up for party
16-14. A suprising 5th pool seed ed University of time and hearing loss that was lost due to police
Colorado Mama Bird's emerged as a B Division intervention.

Alvin, Hucksters Reign Over Mardi Gras
by Jeff "Getty" Freeman
The Sixth Annual Krewe of Disc Mardi Gras will doubtedly go down in the books as one of the most competitive
tournaments in Southern Ultimate history. Alvin, TX Perros-Locos-Borrachos and Florida's Hucksters emerged as
the victors/survivors of one of the most grueling weekends
of play/partying imaginable at Baton Rouge's Highland
Road Park, Feb 21-22. The tournament had it all - soft
fields, decent weather, free food (including crawfish and
king cake), massage therapy and lots of Abita beer.
The Open Division hosted 16 teams, at least 10 of which
had legitimate shots at winningthe tournament. Indiana's
Foosier Huckers, Huntsville's Freaks Uv Nature, Gran
Fury from parts unknown and Perros-Locos-Borrachos won
their respective pools while Baton Rouge's Turbodogs, Philly Gumbo, Univ. of Texas Shoehorns and NO Gravity from
Cresent City also advanced to the A Bracket. Texas' Krewe
of Twister, Air Calvin, Houston's Krewe of E=MC2,
Memphis' Prairie Squids, Pennsylvania's Dutch Surfers,
LSU Middles and Deeps, and Birmingham's Critical Mass
rounded out the field. Tampa's Tabu was a no-show (unforgivable), but several pick-up players banded together to
form Ubat, and they even won a game against Birmingham,
15-13. Birmingham had won the 32-team Mud Bowl the
week before, but they went from the penthouse to the
outhouse by pulling an oh-fer in Mardi Gras pool play.
The six-team Women's Division was dominated by the
Hucksters who won by an average score of 13-3. Rythym
Method from Birmin
ew Orleans' Huge, Indiana
University's Calamity
e, ~ ne Star Disc and Baton
Rouge's Bed Snake B ,the
Baton ~.yg~ women's
team ever, rounded out he compe . .on.
i::'~~·~:;. .
There
doub ..that the HuCbte~ woul$.i stagger
into the
t ~ho\ would have the honor 'b f facing
them?
like d.good bet and gave the H~cksters
a~
in pooI-P~y,~ sing br a 13-8 score. Hfwever,
tsil:mlllJ.gtiBJm was ha:QgIn tough m the round-robl)l, and,
ld, Bir~ng am 8.l!g,",N~w 'prlean~ were
to meet in thEt. I~rol.~!DIie gaine cam~ down
last goal. Wit~
, 1-8, cap at 9;~"W OfJ,eans
diving D on tijbir o~ go8I line, but tum~'th~. disc
over, and R~ M.tllod ef!ER~ . a 9-S,vi~ry
the right to faee the l\tlckste~:~
.Flpals
H
13 .,.. ~ ~thod 1.
~eir
and
too.
. \. 1
Di~ saW'·~ 16
Bbracket.

.rur

iTIDml!!~mteam,

by. not sn()WIn~
on ~WllqJ3lY
Cers,
hucked
Prairie ~;lLl\JLIS
the T~rIsters
Calvin the!n~ent
fresh King
.All eight
day altAern.ooIll
festivities :b.l(:n.]nc.luc~
craziness in the .............. ,..h....
Turbodog in Baton Rouge.
Foosier nailed NO Gravity, ~_,a,,"N .... nl
Gran Fury, 15-10, t'elrTOS-!A>COS··.mlIlTI!lC.tJL(]S;,
of insane pooches,
roped the Shoehorns,
champions home to AlIElb~l.Ibia..
again there would be no reI>eat.~Jt:l8lnpJlgn
Meanwhile, Philly Gumbo an(:fiJ1jtl9S~r
one of the hottest matches of the
Mter several
lead changes Foosier had a chance to win this near-fightmarred contest at 16-15, but Gumbo scored two in a row to
win 17-16. The near-fight was a result of one Bozo spiking
in the face of the other Bozo who turned around and spiked
in the face of the first Bozo. Before the clowning around
got too serious the fools were separated, and a good time
was had by all.
As usual, the unusual happened at Mardi Gras. Most of
the Philly team left after the semis, leaving Gumbo with
only seven players for the finals. In a very gracious display
of good spirit and sportsmanship, Perros allowed Gumbo to
pick up three players. Alvin almost rouxed (pronounced
rued) this decision because Gumbo hung tough. With the
score in favor of Gumbo, 13-12, a floating disc in the Gumbo
endzone was gobbled up by a flu-ridden Darnell Fluellen
on an incredible sky-grab to tie the score. On the next point
Gumbo's Brendan Smith made an awesome diving snag of
a hammer for a 14-13 Gumbo lead. Alvin scored the next
three goals to win, 16-14, before a highly entertained mob.
Perros and Philly Gumbo then ate King Cake to close out
what is becoming the Ultimate party tournament. We
promise deoont fields, great competition, and lots of beads
and crawfish again next year. Do yourself a favor and come
party with~e professionals. Laissez les bon temps rouller!
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ARE YOU A TEAM PLAYER?
by Richard Brash and Andrew Nornumd (reprinted from the RUNVIC 1TIQgru:ine)
(Special thanks to New Wales Flying Disc Association for submitting this piece)'

1. Your team is poised at 12 all in a game to 15. Your
captain tells you to go long. Do you:
(a) Go long
(b) Go in and handle so that you can throw the
winning pass
(c) Drop the pull on purpose to spite the captain
. (d) Hand block the captain?

7. You're playing your first game with an established
team. Do you:
(a) Introduce yourself and play where they want you to
(b) Start calling the offense for the first point
(c) Handle no matter where they tell you to play
(d) Call a timeout during the first point and tell them,
"If you want to win this game, you talk to me"?

2. The score is 14-1 in your favor in a game to 15. As
you are walking back to the line you see a beginner on
the sidelines who has yet to playa point. Do you:
(a) Walk over to the sideline and tell him "Go on.
I'll take a sub"
(b) Walkover to the sideline and tell him "watch and
learn kid," before walking back to the line
(c) Tell someone else to take a sub and play with six
players to show him that you don't need him
(d) Toss him your car keys and tell him "Go and get
some beers"?

8. You're at the club's end of season party and your
captain is having an argument with one of the other
players. Do you:
(a) Tell them both to settle down
(b) Drink the beers that they have left on the table
(c) Start yelling, "Fight, fight, fight"
(d) King hit your captain for playing you long all
season?

3. The stall count is on 9 and all of your teammates are
calling for you to dump. Do you:
(a) Dump
(b) Go for the inside out into the wind to the guy who

is standing in the back corner of the endzone marked
by three defenders
(c) Let yourself be counted out to teach your
team-mates not to yell at you
(d) Call your last remaining time out, tell your
teammates that you don't need their damn help.
And then let yourself be counted out?

4. You find yourself throwing with a beginner. Do you:
(a) Teach him how to throw
(b) Abuse him every time he drops it
(c) Teach him how to fend off your forehand
(d) Fake an injury and then go and find someone who
can throw properly?
5. You're on the sidelines with everybody's bags.
Suddenly it starts raining. Do you:
(a) Put all of the bags under cover
(b) Put your bag under cover
(c) Empty the contents of all of the bags (except yours)
onto the ground
(d) Put all of the bags under cover and then go
through the contents?
6. You're playing offense when you aooidentally collide
with one of your own teammates, breaking his leg. Do you:
(a) Help him up, apologize and then drive him to the
hospital
(b) Call a foul
(c) Ask. him if you can borrow his cleats for next week
(d) Lend him the cab fare to the hospital and try to
sleaze onto his girlfriend

COLORADO SPRINGS UL TIMATE CLUB
proudly presents the...

SECOND ANNUAL
SPRING THAW TOURNAMENT

9. One of your teammates needs a lift home from the
game. Do you:
(a) Say it would be a pleasure and then give her a lift
home
(b) Ask for petrol money
(c) Say it would be a pleasure to give her a lift home
and leave whilst she is in the shower
(d) King hit your captain?
10. One of your teammates tells you that he wants to
start playing the individuals events. Do you:
(a) King hit him
(b) King hit him
(c) King hit him
(d) King hit both him and the captain?

[Editors Note: Although we don't know for certain, a poll
of the staffconcluded that "king hit" is something similar
to a noogie.]

Scoring
Answer (a) = 4 points
Answer (b) = 3 points
Answer (c) = 2 points
Answer (d) = 1 points

How did you Score:
35 - 40: You're such a nerd that nobody would want to
play with you anyway.

25 - 34: We suggest that you visit Doctor Diskin.
15 - 24: Take a long hard look at yourself in the ]
full of mirrors.
10 -14: We suggest you take up individual event

o - 9: You dumb arse, you couldn't even answer
questions.

Once again it's the ...

12th Annual
Santa Barbara
Classic

May 1-2, 1993
A coed, Ultimate event to be held at
the lush U.S. Air Force Academy fields

May 29-31
(Memorial Day Weekend)

All sponsors, contributors and those
associated with the toumament are
non-supporters of Colorado's Amendment 2,
a comical test of human morale that snuck its
way onto the state's ballot.

Come to Santa Barbara, CA
and enjoy the Sun, Fun and
great Ultimatel

For more specifics, call

Jim Mal/on 805-968-3307

Mike Lyle at 719-597-6716.

for more info, contact

---- -- -

.

The following column is written
in the similar tongue-in-cheek style
as Peter Vecsey, USA Today sports
columnist. Contributions to this
column are welcomed, pleae send
them to the UPANewsletter or Jon
Gewirtz via fax at 914-723-9324.

Ultimate Du Jour
by Jon IIHothead" Gewirtz
Whoever saw the SportsChannel
production of this year's Nationals
was disappointed. There was something for everyone to hate in this
piece. The Maine-iacs, Lady
Godiva and women's Ultimate were
given the shaftola. They were
treated like a cross between a freakshow in a traveling circus and a
halftime marching band at a football game. On the positive side, the
camera work was fantastic. Dwight
Stones was a great talking head and
picked up the game fairly quickly,
however, Mark "Rigor" Orders was
as stiff as a corpse. Scott Gurst,
Ultimate's premier play-by-play
man, was relegated to on-field commentator and was underused in
that capacity. Why not Andy
Borinstein? His call of Pat King's
"greatest play" is as famous to Ultimate players as "Bird stole the ball."
I guess Rigor's all-American looks
won him the job. He may be a native
of Michigan, but he is not Michiganer
(pronounced "Mishugenah"). I'll
admit I'm biased, but defense was
largely ignored in this production.
Excrutiatingly slow replay after
another was shown of routine goals
and their ensuing spikes or other
celebrations, while the smokin' D
was left out in the cold I heard
somewhere that defense wins
championships. I guess it doesn't
sell airtime.
South Bay and East Bay are the
latest powerhouse teams to join forces in the noble cause of defeating
the evil empire - New York Ultimate. Their roster has height,
speed, throwers, defense and special teams. What name would you
think would be worthy of the
greatest team ever assembled?
Well, it's Double Happiness. Guys,
get a clue.
At a recent New York, New York
banquet, awards were presented by
and for all members of previous N ationals teams. Special thanks were
given to Boston leadership for
having rejected the services of Billy
Rodriguez and Chris Phillips. intelligence, superb defense and
smooth transition 0 must not have
been the panacea for the sinking
ship. Hopefully, Lady Godiva will
have learned from their sister
team's mistakes and let pride go
before a fall. Peggy O'Hollinger, architect of the Maine-iacs, has moved
into town. It would be foolish for
Godiva not to take her, considering
that the New York Women have
almost run out of quality players to
steal.
A word of advice to Peggy, who
recently gave birth to baby Jacob,
"Mama, don't let your baby grow up
to be Commies."
Special report: Column Contributor Karim Basta has uncovered yet another gem. Two
North Carolina teams are said to be
combining in the hope that they can
combine to score 10 goals in one
game at Nationals this year.
If it weren't for all the free
throws it created, teams might be
upset by Miami Refugees hack-atall-costs defense. I just wish they
would wear aprons to keep their
uniforms clean.
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Healthwatch:
Without question, the most common
injury in illtimate is a sprained ankle.
The ankle is most prone to injury due
to playing on uneven turf. It is also
placed under stress by wearing longer
cleats. Although cleats generally stop
the ankle from spraining, it is the lack
of sliding which transmits shock up the
ankle throughout the ligaments. This
could cause stretching or eventual
weakening of the ankle joint.
Due to the weakness of the ankles
anatomical design, cutting and pivoting motions often push the joint beyond
the normal range of motion, creating
injury. There are three major bones
and two sets of ligaments that comprise
this joint. The two lower leg bones
(tibia and fibula) form the receptacle
that the top half of the ankle (the talus)
fits into. Rolling the foot outward jams
the top of the ankle into the end of the
fibula. Because the fibula is longer, it
is easier to roll the foot inward than
outward. This is the mechanism of injury to the ankle. What normally
restrains the ankle from allowing this
to occur are the ligaments. The ligaments on the outside of the ankle get
the brunt of the injury. Depending on
the severity of the rolling, the ligaments either get stretched or torn. Because the ligaments and surface of the
bone are laden with nerves, pain occurs
spontaneously. Usually you can walk.
off the pain in the next five to ten
minutes. Your ankle then goes into a
period of pain-free "shock" for approximately 30 minutes, where swelling, spasm and pain are minima1. This
gives most players a false feeling of
security, and continuing play often ex-

aggerates the injury. What follows
next is severe pain and swelling, usually located over the outside end of the
fibula. Muscle spasm follows which is
a defensive mechanism to protect the
joint from further injury.
There are three grades of ligamentous injury. Grade one is a stretching
of the ligament, which has minimal
swelling and tenderness. Grade two
has more swelling and tenderness and
you will have trouble walking and
moving your ankle up and down.
Grade three, total tearing of the ligaments, requires crutches and has more
swelling, tenderness and bleeding
(black and blue). Often times a bad
injury will give pain on the outside and
the inside of the joint. If you have
trouble walking after an ankle injury,
you should see a doctor for proper
evaluation and x-rays. Although ligaments do not show up on x-rays, fractures do, as well as dislocated or
slightly displaced bones.
Treatment starts immediately with
ice and immobilization. Follow the
P .R.I.C.E. plan - P is protection from
further injury, R is rest, I is ice, C is
compression, E is elevate the foot to
reduce swelling. Protection and compression are often accomplished simultaneously. The most simple is the ace
bandage wrapped in a figure 8 around
the ankle. Much better than this is the
air cast or gel cast, which is strapped to
the ankle and squeezes the swelling
from the joint while only allowing up
and down motion of the ankle. This is
the first protection I like to apply after
an injury because it allows you to walk
on the ankle in much shorter time.

with this can be accomplished by
standing on a folded towel in your bare
feet on the bad ankle only and maintaining your balance.
Strengthening comes after the
swelling is normalized. I first recommend achilles tendon stretching because tight achilles are often associated
with ankle sprains. Standing on a
staircase with the balls of your feet on
the stairs and your hands on the hand- .
rail, slowly sink down with your heel
to get the maximum stretch. I also
advocate, after the second week,
strengthening exercises from a rubber
band kit. SPRI Products in Wheeling,
IL, 800-222-7774, has a good kit with
instructions.
You are fmally ready to resume play
when all swelling, pain and tightness
are gone and you can jump up and
down on your toes without pain. At
this stage you must continue to protect
the ankle while playing for the next
few months. You can wear an air or gel
cast while playing and get great protection, although it is not as comfortable
as a canvas brace. These are probably
the best therapy for older injuries, are
easy to put on and are available from
surgical supply houses, drug and
sporting goods stores or doctors.
Taping, wmch is available at the medical tent before the tournament, also
does a great job of protecting the ankle
and perhaps is the most effective
protection when applied properly.
Dr. Bryan Collier is a sport certified
chiropractor practicing in New York. He
is the Medical Director for the UPA and
provides staffing ofdoctors and massage
therapists for UPA sanctioned events.

Most ankle injuries take 4-6 weeks
to heal on the average. This can be
sped up with a proper therapy. I have
seen ankle injuries heal in one quarter
time with the proper program.
Chiropractors and physical therapists
have access to machines which can
reduce the swelling and inflammation
and accelerate healing. Realignment
of the ankle joint by manipulation after
an injury decreases healing time and
prevents future injury as well. Also,
cross-fiber massage techniques can aid
in tissue reeducation and recovery.
Rehabilitation of all ankle injuries is
extremely important. Each time an injury occurs, the ligaments get
stretched. If rehabilitation is not performed on these ligaments, the joint
gets looser and looser which leads to
weak ankles.
The fIrSt stage of rehabilitation is
ice. The recommended regime is 10
minutes on, 15 minutes off. This cycle
can be repeated throughout the day
until the swelling has stopped. Ice
naturally reduces swelling and inflammation. The ice is best applied with
cold packs or ice in a bag which is
separated from the skin with a thin
cloth like a tee shirt to prevent burns.
During this period when swelling is
present, light exercise is encouraged
such as the "gas pedal" routine where
you flex and extend the ankle up and
down. You can also attempt to '\vrite
the alphabet" with you toes in mid air
to encourage the joint to work properly
and to decrease spasm. Often times
with ankle sprains the proprioceptive
(balance) mechanism is distorted. The
reeducation of the muscles associated

Low Rates Worth Going Horizontal For!

CentraI
AdeIIbJ

With the exclusive UPA/Visa credit card, you get:

•
•

No Annual Fee for the first year, and only $15 thereafter.
Super-Low Cash Advance Rate of only 14% APR, plus a 2 % initial fee, And, for the first 60 days your account is open, you may obtain cash
at 12 % APR, with no cash advance fee. Purchases may be obtained at a Low 15.6% APR.

Plus ... you contribute to the growth of the Ultimate field sport each time you use your UPA/Visa credit card!

o

Yes! I'm applying to have a UPA/Visa card passed my way!

TC 29 AP0160N

Applicant Information: (If applicant is a college freshman please provide a co-applicant.)
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I
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Blrthdate(M/DN)

I

I
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I
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Employer

Years/Months There
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Bus. Phone
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I
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Annu al Salary

Yes 0 No Class Status (if applicable) 0 Freshman 0 Sophomore C Junior C Senior C Graduate Student

_Own
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Buying
Other (Specify)
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Monthly Payment
Years/Monts There
$
YearS/Months There
Bus. Phone

Annual Salary

Ages of dependents

Other Income·

$
Previous Employer Crt at current employer less than 18 months)

$

Nearest Relative (not living with you)

Address

Phone

Relatio nship

Position

$

Other Income"

o

$

C Monthly

PrevIous Employer Crt at current employer less Ihan 18 monlhs)

Posilion

Annually

Source

o Quarterly

Years/Months There

I

( )

I

Ages Of dependents

'You do not have to include alimony, child support, separate maintenance or other income unless you want us to consider
it in connection with this application .

::.J Annually
Source
[1 Quarterly
[] Monthly
YearS/Months There

Banking Information:

(Applicant)

Name of your Bank _ _ _ Checking Acct.1I

I

Type of Account
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City/State/Zip

Bal. _ _ _ Savings Acct.1I _ _ _ Bal _ __
Financial Institution

Account Number

Balance

( )
Have there ever been bankruptcy, wage earner proceedings, or unsatisfied liens or judgments against any party to this application? _ _ No

_ _ 'ft!s

All the information g iven on this application is true, correct, and complete. By signing below, I/We authorize Central Fidelity to make any credit investigation before or after acceptance in o rder to evaluate my/our financial standing or employment. My/Our
employer, my/our bank and any other references listed may release and/or verify information to Central Fidelity Bank to process my/our application . If approved , l/we agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Central Fidelity Bank Cardholder
Agreement and Truth in Lending Disclosure and any amendments thereto and agree to pay all collection and court costs, including Central Fidelity's attorney fees up to 25% of my/our new balance as allowed by the Commonwealth of Virgin ia. Issuance of
this cred it card(s) will be governed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia.

x

Applicant's Signature

Date
Bank Card Use Only:

Rate and Fee Disclosure

•

X

Co-Applicant's Signature
Date
_ _ CL _ _ _ Date _ _ _ Ann Fee Flag Z Agent 0160 UD3-01 Q _ __

Offf_ _ _ / _ _ _ Cds. _

Annual Percentage Rates

Annual Fee

Grace Period

Method tor ComputIng Finance Charge.

Other Fee.

Purchases· 15.6%
Cash· 14%

Free for one year, $15 thereafter

On purchases, you will receive a 25
day interest free grace period when
your New Balance is paid in full
each month by the Due Date.

Finance charges, when incurred, will be calculated
using the average daily balance method, including
new purchases.

Cash Advance Fee • 2% of the amount of the cash advance.
late Fee • $15 if payment is received more than 10 days past the due date.
Overlimit Fee • $20 if your balance exceeds your Credit limit by 5% or more.

Terms in effect as of March, 1993 and subject to change after that date. Request for updated information should be directed to Central Fidelity. P.O. Box 27612, Richmond, Virginia 23286-8712.
Please return completed application to: Central Fidelity Bank, Bank Card Credit Evaluation, P.O. Box 27612, Richmond. Virginia 23286-8712
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Ultimate Notes from Europe
by Eddie Jones
The snow is piling up outside but
Double Dutch '93 in Utrecht. Holmtimate in Europe never stops. The
land, was held February 20-21, 1993.
indoor season has kicked into high
The host team, UFO, defeated the
gear with several international tourXLR8RS from Brussels to capture
naments and National Championthe Open Division title. The Red
ships being contested in the run-up
Lights again dominated the women's
to the European Club Championbracket and won the final against a
ships, April 2-4, 1993.
new team, Kindea Van Ringe.
At the Danish Indoor ChampionIn other news, the first big outships, the Dolphins again defended
door tournament of the season will
their indoor title with an exciting
be the WIZ Open in Geneva, Switzer13-9 upset over their archrivals, the
land, April 9-10, 1993... Norway is
Farum Cockroaches. Both teams
planning to start up a National
entered the fmal undefeated against
League. The first season should
a record field of 10 teams. Though
have five teams. Contact Kyrre Aanthe Cockroaches conceded the nadal for more information... We need
tional title, they did earn the spirit of
to get Toby Green to quit playing
the game honor.
with matches. A fire in his Oxford
In Great Britain, a series of
home has temporarily forced the
regional tournaments preceded NaBritish mtimate Federation to relotionals. The Druids hosted and won
cate. Luckily, the archives and his
the Newport Indoor tournament in
t-shlrtcollection were notdamaged. ..
Wales while the Samurai dominated
A new Italian masters team has
at the Godzilla tournament in Lonbegun training. Rumor has it that
don. At Nationals, held February
they are ready for some challenges...
20-21, the Regulators ruled. The
The 1993 EFDF European ChamRegulators won their major Open
pionships will be held outside of
Division title by defeating the
Arnhem, Holland during the week of
Misterons, 15-11, in the final. The
August 30 - September 4,1993. ConHombres defeated the defending
tact Thomas Griesbaum and Paul
champion Druids for third place.
Eriksson for more information ...
With a record 46 teams, the U.K.
Juha Jalovaara has been recently
Indoor Nationals continues to showspotted in Munich. Hartti Suomeia
case the growth of Ultimate in
will be filling his big shoes as the
Britain.
international contact in Finland. ..
The Swedish National Indoor
An Exhibition tournament will be
event was held February 13-14, 1993
held at the World Games '93 in Den
in Gothenburg. In the Women's
Haug, Holland July 30 - August 1,
Division, the young and spirited
1993. The World Games are held for
Vlksjofors team upset the defending
non-Olympic sports and hosted by
champions Carnegie, 13-11. The
the General Association of InternaOpen final was also very close and a
tional Sports Federations. For any
repeat ofIast year's final. Thisyear,
clubs that are not planning to go to
however, Stennungsund continued
WlSconsin, the World Games will
their resurgence and defeated Skogoffer a great opportumtyto showcase
shyddan, 15-12, to resume their
the Ultimate Spirit. Contact the
plaoe at the top of the Swedish Indoor
Dutch National Association for
hill.
details... Finally, I want to remind
everyone about the Disc Missionary
Other Indoor tournament results
Program. Any players traveling to
include the Christmas Fun Cup held
Eastern Europe can apply to the
December 19-20, 1992 in Karlsruhe,
Wham-O
Sports Promotion Office,
Germany. Though no champion was
P.O.
Box
4,
San Gabriel, CA 91178,
crowned, Mir San Mir may have had
USA
and
receive
five free discs for
the most fun with an undefeated
promotional
purposes.
What a deal!
record.

15th Annual Wlntertrophy
Gothenburg, Sweden, January 9-10, 1993

The Wmtertrophy tradition continues to grow in Scandinavia. This year's
event played host to 40 teams from Sweden, Finland, Germany, Denmark and
Norway. For the first time, a masters bracket was also part ofWmtertrophy.
In the Open Division, 24 teams competed for the coveted title. In the end,
Stennungsund repeated as champs with a one-point victory over first time
finalists Wettern. The Women's Division ended with a battle between old
rivals. Carnegie avenged last year's finals defeat by crushing Stennungsund,
13-7. The Masters Division made its debut with four teams. The old boys from
Orebro, Sweden's perennial outdoor power, swept to the title.

Intemational RuhrpoH CUp
Essen, Germany, February 20-21, 1993

Twenty Open and women's teams from Holland, Italy, Austria and Germany
gathered in Essen, Germany for the seventh annual Ruhrpott Cup. A mixed
Red Lightstream 42 proved too tall and too fit for the rest of the open teams.
They cruised into the final with a rude semi-final spanking of the host
Kangaroos. The .Aachen Frizzley Bears narrowly won the other semi over
Vienna's Groove Connection and looked forward to defending their 1992
Ruhrpott victory. But the Red Lights, in spite of an injury to their only sub,
continued their domination and won the final 13-11. In the consolation game,
Groove Connection jumped the Kangaroos for third place. Munich's Mir San
Mir again surged to victory in the Women's Division. Mir San Mir continue to
win everything in sight in Germany as they rolled to a 12-5 triumph against
Stuttgart in the final. The Kangaroo women won the consolation game for third
place over Aachen.

An Update of the WFDF World Club Championships
by Peter Burkholder
The planning committee is extraordinarily pleased with the response we have
received from teams around the world, and extend an especially warm welcome
to first-time participants Bangladesh, Mexico and Colombia.
As of this writing, we have conf"umed. 33 open, 18 women and 9 masters teams
from over 14 countries. We are plannjng on 48 open, 28 women and 16 masters
teams to compete in the tournament. We're still holding out hoping that Austria,
Italy, Spain, Ireland, Brazil, New Zealand or Zaire might be able to send teams.
This means that very few wait-list spots will be open.
M. U.F.A has adopted the following policy regarding team uniforms:
"Team uniforms will include at least one uniform light~lored shirt and one
uniform dark~lored shirt with up to two Arabic numerals on the back of each
shirt to uniquely identify each player. As per international sport standards, each
numeral must be visible at a distance of 100 meters and be a minimum of 10
centimeters wide (except numeral 1) and 20 centimeters high. Teams anticipating
to advance to the finals should be prepared to wear uniform shortslbottoms."
We think that uniform standards will make the game more accessible to
participants and spectators. IT uniform numbers can be supplied along with team
rosters, then these will be printed in the tournament program. Full matching
uniforms in the finala was prompted by a decision that we should present mtima.te
at its most 'professional' for network television broadcasts.
Teams wishing to make fee payments by bank transfer can now do so. Contact
me for account information. Payments by money order or cashier cheques will be
accepted, but bank transfers are preferred and offer more security to the payer.
Please note that the Masters Division is an open division. The international
support for a Women's Masters Division is almost nonexistent at this point, but
we certainly encourage as many master teams as possible to be of mixed gender.
U.S. teams still preparing wait-list applications should keep that in mind. It is
still undetermined how many master teams the U.S. will be able to send.
Volunteers will be needed for field captains, scorekeepers, IIl9rchandise sales
and other duties. Please call MUFA if you are interested in being a volunteer at
the World event.
Remember, the World Ultimate Club Championships are 25-31 July in Madison,
WISCOnsin. It will be more fun than you can shake a stick at. Don't miss out!

Direct queries to: MUFA P.O. &x 1591, Madison, WI 53701-1591, USA
Phone: 608-259-1025 • Fax: 608-259-1026

Intemational Tournaments
April 9-11. WIZ Open, Geneva, Switzer1and.
Marcy Fluckiger 41 22 7942305.
April 10-12. Versailles Indoor Open,
Versailles, France. Friselies Club 33 1
39696707.
May 1-2. Rimini Beach Tournament (5 on 5),
Remini,ltaly. Pip po Fiorani 39 2 26146067.
May 1-2. Vendopen Ultimate '93, Maisons
AIfort, France. Alain Quentin 33149778957.
May 1-3. Frisbee Dawning, New South
Wales, Australia. Greg Lynn 066 244 0000.
May 8~. Kalmar International Open, Kalmar,
Sweden. Hans Engstrom, 46 4807 8925.
May 15-16. International Freezzz Beezzz,
Br'ugge, Belgium. Jan Loontiens 32 50
781736.
May 15-16. Prague Devils' International,
Praque, Czechland. Jarek Siamo 42 2
4194736.
May 22-23.lntemational Harbor Tournament
Rotterdam, Netherlands. Netherlands
Frisbee Assoc. 31 30717 685.
May 29-31. U.K Outdoor Nationals, Oxford,
England. Toby Green 44 865743568.
May 29-31. 4th Red Baron Ultimate Cup,
Heidelberg, Germany. Jutta Hubner 496221
763555.
May 21-30. Flep Intax Ultimate, Paris,
France. Caroline 33 1 39704583.
Jun. 5~. Milano International, Milan, Italy.
Pippo Fioreni 39 2 26146087.
June 7. Kim Holme's Ultimate Trophy, West
AustraUa. Brian Allen 09 443 2228.
June 12-13. Daltons' International
Tournament, CouilJe, France. Gerard
Beaujeu 33 1 64635048.
June 12-13. 3rd Franken Cup, Nuremberg,
Germany. Thomas Distler 49 911 522808.
June 12-13. Queen's Birthday, New South
Wales, Australia. Ian Ferguson 02 2114055.
June 19-20. Myron Memorial (Under 21 open
and women) . Orebro, Sweden Ingela
Fredriksson 46 1832 2625.
June 11-20. Heidjer Ultimate, Hanstedt,
Germany. Iwer KroekeJ 49 4184 7304.
July 25-31. WFDF World
Club
Championships, Madison, WI, USA.
July 3O-Aug 1. International Tournament at
World Games '93, Den Hang, Netherlands.
Netherlands Frisbee Assoc. 31 30 717 685.

Attention Teams Not
Attending Worlds ...
Wortd Games In Hague
July 20-August 1
From July 22 - August 1, 1993, the
city of the Hague will be hosting the
World Games. These games are to
be considered as the alternative
Olympic Games. As part of the
sport stimulation program, a threeday Ultimate Tournament for Open
teams will be organized. (Note that
Ultimate frisbee is not yet an official
·competitive sport. '")
For this tournament we are looking
for a broad variety of international
teams to participate. Any team from
around the globe is welcomed to
participate. The total number of
teams will be limited to 12.
Tournament costs will be $500.00
per team, which includes playing,
sleeping and breakfast.
For more information please contact
our local organizing committee:
Phone: 31-703609319
answering machine: 31-70317247

Aug 30-5ept 5. EFDF European National
Championships, Amhem, the Netheriands.
Thomas Griesbaum 49 721 67698.
October 2-3. Mud Bowl International &
Swedish Masters Championships, Ingela
Fredriksson 4619322625.
October 3-4. Queensland Championships,
Ausnlia, Emma Cole 07 371 0997.
December 4-5. Hat Tournament, VICtoria ,
Australis. Simon Normand 03 480 3107.
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London Ultimate
Godzilla Ultimate extends a moist
welcome to players visiting north
London over the British summertime
period, April to October.
We usually practice twice during
the week and one weekend day on a
particularly green and pleasant part
of the Hampstead Heath Extension.
Anyone who practices with us would
be eligible to play in either our "N' or
"B" teams at any summer tournaments that come along.
Godzilla, contrary to popular
opinion, is a very sociable beast and

will bring him/her (gender unknown)
out after every session for a quiet riot
in one of the many pubs bordering the
Heath ("down at the old Bull & Bush,"
etc.). Again, you're welcome to join us
in this traditional post game drink.
Ifyou have any questions please do
not hesitate to phone me (respecting
the time difference):
44-81-455-7420,44-81-883-0218,
or 44-81-458-5042 (evenings)
44-81-440-1255 (day).
- Best regards,
John Purdie

WFDF Disc Missionary Program
Any disc player traveling to Asia (except Japan and Taiwan), South
America, Africa or former Eastern European countries (including the former
USSR) may apply to receive five free discs to take with them to these countries
to distribute them.
To apply to the program, send an application letter (1-2 pages) no later than
45 days before scheduled travel, to: Wham-O, Sports Promotion Office, Disc
Missionary Program, P.O. Box 4, San Gabriel, CA 91178; (tel) 818-287-9681,
(fax) 818-287-1040. Please include name, address, telephone, a rough itinary
with dates and places, and why you want to participate as a missionary.

Where Were the Americans?
Letter from the Australian Flying Disc Association
In August 1992, I was a member
of the New Zealand Flying Disc Associations Squad to the World Ultimate championships in Utsonimiya
in Japan. New Zealand placed 8th
and we won the Spirit of the Competition Award for the tournament.
There were two things that occurred regarding the World Championships that caused me a great deal
of concern as an Ultimate player, and
I would like to address them here.
1) The New York team not being
present at the World Championships.
I personally found it an affront
that the representatives of the USA
declared the World Championships
not good enough for their presence.
It is my considered opinion that the
rest of the World treat the World
Championships as the PREMIER
event. If this is not the case in the
US, we would like to know. What
also concerned me was that NY, and
the UPA as your nation's governing
body, failed to organize a representative replacement team, which
placed an enormous amount of pressure on the Americans that actually
turned up. These gentlemen did
such a ime job in trying to '<repair the
breach" and should be congratulated.
It should also be noted that many
of the rest of the world would have
loved to have played NY to test their
relative strengths against the, considered, best in the world.
2) The reaction of the women's
teams to the Australian women's
team.
Christine Jarvis, a New Zealand
(NZ) player who has attended all of
the Australian Nationals since 1989,
asked to join the Australian women's
team at the Worlds because there
were not enough players in NZ to
form a full squad and because the
Australian squad did not have a full
complement themselves.
A request put well in advance to
the WFDF organizing committee was
rejected. However the committee
suggested that the matter be brought
up at the captains meeting where it
was decided that Christine not be
allowed to playing at the tournament. The Australian team voted
that they wanted Christine to play
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anyway. USA, Sweden and Japan
then voted that Australia would have
to forfeit all their games regardless of
the score.
The decision by USA, Sweden and
Japan is of grave concern because:
It appears that the expansion of the
sport in places like NZ and Australia
is of secondary importance to competitiveness and the desire to win. .
It demonstrated a disturbing lack
of vision for the future of women's
Ultimate. The Australian team had
a large number of beginners with less
than one year experience and were
not attempting to gain an unfair advantage by allowing Christine to
play. There were only four women's
teams at Worlds. In these circumstances all those players who
made an effort to go to Japan and all
those who may try to compete at the
next Worlds should be encouraged
and not banned.
I t should also be noted that in the
last game the USA team used four
Swiss women. [Clarification: A lastround game that turned into an informal pick-up game due to loss of
U.S. players.J. This was a pleasing
turnaround and I felt showed a mature awareness of the situation.
Finally I would like to recommend
that until such times as they can field
10 teams, the women's, masters and
juniors teams should be allowed to
accept players from other countries
as long as the following is adhered to:
All players from countries outside
the applying country must be
presented on team list two months
before start of competition.
At least 80% of the team are citizens
of the representative country.
Personally I thoroughly enjoyed
Worlds and the good times I had. The
friends I made totally outweighed
these two concerns. As far as the
women were concerned, they really
enjoyed the competition and profited
enormously from the experience.
Any tension which arose at the captains meeting dissipated when the
competition started with the spirit of
the game paramount.
- Yours faithfully,
Patrick O'Neill (Padi),
President AFDA

Greetings from Sydney, Australia!
We are in the midst of our lovely
summer here in Sydney and hope all is
well in your part of the world. At the
recent 16th Annual Australian Ultimate Championships, Sydney, New
South Wales was voted the site of the
1994 Ultimate Championships.
The New South Wales Flying Disc
Association (NSWFDA) was founded in
1988 in Sydney although Ultimate had
been played locally for over 10 years.
We currently run a 16-team mixed
men's and women's weekly league in
Sydney. Three local universities run
bi-weekly intramural competitions on
their campuses. The NSWFDA ran the
successful 1990 Nationals. The NSW
state department of Sport and Recreation financially supports our organization and on a national basis we have
begun working with the federal government on recognition and suppor of Ultimate.
But you may ask yourself why all
this hullaballoo about the history of Ultimate in Sydney?
The field at the recent National Ultimate Championships included teams
from New South Wales (Sydney),
Queensland, Western Australia, Victoria, Tasmania and New Zealand. As
host of the 1994 Nationals, the
NSWFDA would like to expand the
scope of the tournament.
We are therefore inviting all interested international players and teams
to the 1994 Asia Pacific Ultimate
Championships to be held in Sydney
from Wednesday 30 March to Sunday 3
to April, 1994. The championships will
be held over the Easter break when the
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weather is a bit cooler. We are making
every effort to ensure this is a world
class event with all the amenities
you've coIJ;l.e to expect at the World's or
World Clubs. An open and women's
division will accommodate all international teams. Individual players will be
assisted in organizing pick-up teams or
being placed on local teams.
.Accommodation packages will be arranged. If you've seen the Aussies at
parties at other international tournamen ts, imagine them at their
hometown parties! Tournament sponsorship is already being sought with a
number of government and private organizations.
With the World Championships
being held in England in 1994 and
European teams transport costs subsequently reduced, we feel 1994 is the
ideal time for all international global
Ultimate teams or individual players to
make their way down under. The
autumn is an ideal time . to travel
throughout Australia with cool weather
on the far north coast close to the Barrier Reef and reasonable temperatures
in the Red Centre! An open and
women's team from Japan and a team
from Taiwan and England have already
shown interest in organizing teams for
the trip down under. .
If you would like more info, contact:
Jim Garvey at 61-2-810-1613 (home);
61-2-250-0872 (work); 61-2-235-2730
(fax); or email to Maurice Cinguini at
Mauricec@tplrd.tpl.oz.au.

JOSE CUERVO· WOULD UKE TO
TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO
CONGRATULATE LADY
~~~
GODIVA AND NEW

YORK ULTIMATE

! FOR WINNING THE

j $ t 5,000 CUERVO

i
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- Yours in Flight,
Jim Garvey
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On Doing Nothing
DearUPA,
IDtimate is a rapidly growing sport.
Sponsorship, media coverage, and expanding grass roots efforts have allowed
more people to see and become familiar
with the sport than ever before. With
this rapid exposure has also come a sense
of panic. Thrust into the spotlight of
spectator interest, IDtimate as a whole
has carried itself as ifit were ashamed of
the very characteristics that have made
it the unique sport it is. I'm talking
about on-field,conflict resolution.
The ability to settle a dispute on the
field in the middle of a point is one of the
more refined arts of the game. This is
also the area of the sport that is most
under attack by modern Ultimate
revisionists. With a heart rate at 140
beats per minute, a call on the field is
made. In :possibly one of the most heated
states two players can achieve, they are
called upon to rationally settle a dispute.
It is not only the fate of a point, but also
the individual's morality that is at stake.
Long atmr the play, the game and the
season are over, a player will remember
the lesson he learned about himself
standing with eyes of both teammates
and adversaries upon him. There are
few joys greater than seeing someone
take back a call after looking into themselves and seeing that they were wrong,
that person's honor remaining intact.
Now, as if tired of the burden of
responsibility, or worse yet, concerned
that on-field discussion doesn't meet
with spectator approval, we are trying to
eliminate debate from the game. If a
dispute takes one minute, two minutes,
or for the truly inept, longer, then so be
it. IDtimate is more than a physical
sport, it is also a mental one. This is the
best sport that exists. With bad and good
calls, moral and immoral people, it is still
a sport owned and operated by the people
who play it. Keep the observers off the
field, and let the players play their game.
We have our meddling fingers close to the
heart of Ultimate, and I'm not sure that
future generations will thank us for
depriving them of an on-field voice.
- Sincerely,
Aaron Switzer
Oregon Rhino Slam

Still Studs at 30
Dear Friends,
I want to suggest that the age of
eligibility for the Masters Division be
raised to 35 years of age from the current
requirement of 30 years. If it was raised
to 35 it would no longer be commonplace
that "master" players are prominent
players on world class "open" teams, and
those of us close to and over 40 wouldn't
have to compete with people who could
have been 29 just yesterday. One must
only glance at the world of sports to realize that an athlete is still in his or her
prime at age 30. Thirty-five is a much
more realistic dividing line for the
Masters Division. Why has this issue
never been addressed?
- Sincerely,
John Sheibley

Central Regionals: A Vote
for Getting It Right
Dear Editor,
I would like to offer a connection to an
otherwise dubious article by David T.
Hasbrook in the last UPA Newsletter
about the 1992 Central Regionals. Mr.
Hasbrook could hardly contain his glee
that St. Louis did not qualify for N ationals. While in his condition of euphoria,
he unwittingly slighted another fine
team from the state of Missouri, namely
Springfield Ultimate (formally Road
Kill). In his final paragraph he states

that "Springfield bowed out to North
Coast, which had last just lost a cliffhanger to Dover, 15-15." Ouch! Foul!!
To set the record perfectly straight,
Springfield did defeat North Coast in yet
another cHfibanger, with the fmal score
also being 17-15. After starting the day
with a loss against Panic, we then went
on to beat the Toledo Landsharks and
then, after a lengthy delay waiting for a
field to play on, we played North Coast,
who seemed to have an unlimited supply
of subs. We then went down in defeat to
St. Louis as the sun set on a very full day
of IDtimate for our 11 players. I would
like to say that the spirit of the game
seemed to be very much alive and well in
all of these three teams from Ohio.
- Chris Conley
Springfield (MO) IDtimate

Pickle Doesn't Relish the Harring
Editor,
Ok, how many mistake-filled articles
by Dan Harrington are you all going to
make us read?
I realize the UPA Newsletter depends
on volunteer playerf.journalists to provide most of the copy. Having written a
tournament article for the Newsletter in
the past, I also realize that covering a big
tournament and getting your facts
straight is not for the feeble of foot or
mind. But Dan the Bum, as he is affectionately known, makes so many errors
in his write-ups that he reminds me a lot
of real reporters I know.
Before I shift my whine into full gear,
I'd like to compliment the last issue on
great photos, a good look overall, and two
good National pieces by Mark Dixon descriptive writing, a coherent telling of
the Nationals tale, and balanced
coverage of the Women's and Open
divisions. Good work, pal.
Now, back to the write-up of Western
Regionals. First and foremost, a quick
look reveals that the first tb.ree-quarters
of the article is spent on the men. In a
game where players often perceive themselves as genderly aware, that kinda
hooey just doesn't hold. An objective look
at West IDtimate in the last few years
shows that Maine-iacs has been the
single most consistent, athletic,
dominant team around. Perhaps spending more time on the fields where they
dwell would offer them, and other
women's teams, a taste ofjustice.
Speaking as a Tsunami, I can tell you
unequivocally that we did not lose to
East Bay by one point, as Harrington
reported. We crushed East Bay by two.
While this brainless error probably only
bums the high of my teammates and
myself, who do you think reads these
articles besides participants, the Earl of
Nottingham?
Second, speaking as a guy known to
most as Bill Pickle, I'd say it is reckless
and irresponsible to write that East Bay
won their quarterfinals when a long pass
was "finally caught by Dilly Pickle." Dilly
may have caught the goal, but he sure as
hell ain't no Pickle, as he might be the
second to tell you (after my mother).
I know two guys called Moonie. I have
even heard of two Poochies, one a mere
mortal, the other a statuesque nakedjogger and Sectional Coordinator. But
there's only one Pickle, dammit, and
there's only one Dilly that I know. We're
not the same person, we're not on the
same team, andyou got the winner of our
game wrong.
The only reason I'm not giving you
grief about calling Johnny Goggles
"Googles" in that article is because
Googles sounds better.
Not attending that many tournaments outside of my beloved region, I
can't say whether factual errors are commonplace in the UPA. But please, as

THE ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION

IDtimate moves into an era of UPA credit
cards, LaMaze divisions, and an endless
series of novel-length rehashes about
"Ultimate growing and surviving," can't
we reduce the number of articles by those
unsure of what they're writing to a bare
••
?
nummum.
-Regards,
Bill Pickle

Aloha Spirit
The beauty of Kaimana Klassik illuminates the greatness ofIDtimate as a
sport. Over 80 games were played
during the weekend and not one overly
contested call. I witnessed players conceding calls in the true spirit ofthe game.
Of course a bid to Nationals isn't in the
offering, but at Kaimana, it's not
whether you win or lose, although winning is great, it's how you play the game.
The game is spirit. When that spirit
prevails in all aspects of your life, then
you know the meaning of Aloha.
The men and women of Ultimate
Hawaii worked very hard to keep the
Kaimana an Aloha tournament. This
year we undertook a mammoth task:
taking care of 300 plus IDtimate players
for an entire weekend. We catered two
dinners, had three parties and four
bands, a hula show, 24 kegs ofbeer, wine,
soda and juice. OK, I admit the breakfast situation sucked but we didn't cook
it and next time we know better.
Vegetarian meals were provided for
those who pre-registered the request.
The format provided plenty of playing for
all on lined fields with scoreboards.
Rocky Dunmire provided sound and
P A support every night and throughout
the tournament. Mark Gilbert and Dave
Polderman worked so hard on the dinner
parties, they couldn't even play in the
tournament. We got media support and
Bud Light sponsorship. Bud gave us
bucks, ran ads for two weeks on the radio,
and put no demands on the game. Chrissyproduced an awesome program as well
as the finest disc design. Gumby consumed months of her free time to prepare
for the event and then worked hard all
weekend. Everybody from Ultimate
Hawaii participated in some way and most
worked incredibly hard all weekend.
Did all of this Aloha and hard work
keep people from complaining? In near
unanimous numbers the answer is a
resounding and gratifying yes. But for a
few people, as it is at any tournament,
they expect to have every whim and need
satisfied. To those people we say: "plan
an event sometime and then let's talk!"
Thank you for letting us get this off
our chest. Now IDtimate Hawaii can ~t
on with producing Kaimana Klassik 7,
the heir apparent to the title of best
Aloha tournament in the land.
- The Kaimana Klassik
Kommittee

From the Editor
A Vote for Getting It
I remember back injournalism school
- Reporting 1100 - when I spelled a city
wrong and got a "0" on my paper because
of the error. "Fact error, you just can't
make them," my professor said when I
tried to argue the grade.
Well, I learned that lesson quick - be
paranoid about every paper you turn in
for the rest of the semester. Of course,
there was a valid point to be made - and
taken - but the lesson seemed to be a
little melodramatic.
Years later, I tried to bring what I
learned - at least what I still recall
having learned - to the UPA when I
became editor. Deciding after college, as
so many do, that I no longer wanted a
career in what I had Iru\iored in, I had been
out of the journalistic <ircles for a while.

But nine years later I still remember as clear as my last diving D - the golden
rule: Fact errors, you just can't make
them.
Of course, the UPA is not the
Washington Post nor even the Springs
Gazette (thank. goodness!), and the paper
relies on contributions from its members
and not from low-paid, striving
reporters. Sometimes, it is difficult to
keep to professional standards, other
times it is unappealing to do so, and
most of the time, it is simply impossible
to verify the facts.
For instance, should I publish a photo
of nude IDtimate or should I worry about
what high schools and sponsors might
think? Is Fuscia Shock, Fushia Shock, or
Fucia Shock? Did that really happen at
that event? And what are the real names
of Buzz, Goggles, Meba and all the other
hundreds of nicknames writers use in
their articles? Nicknames seem cliquish
and I tried to avoid them, but after editing a few issues I realized that that too is
a difficult task.
So I let some get by. And so I assume
that writers and pl~yers know what
they're talking about - even though we
often don't. But I realize that writing is
sort of like a foul call in a game - sometimes two people actually perceive the
same situation differently, or aren't quite
sure what happened but make a call
anyway, or listen to a teammate's version
of what happened. But a big difference
between the two is that you get a lot more
pleasure from playing IDtimate than you
do writing about it. And I, for one, appreciate those who take the time to write
an article for the Newsletter.
It's frustrating to plan a spread on
high schools or Regionals or whatever,
and then not have the articles to fill the
space. I have had to do a lot of last
minute pleading to get someone to write
an article because someone else dropped
the disc. I have begged, bartered and
bribed to get last minute stories. And
worse, I have had to write others myself.
Believe me, the UPA's writers pool is
small and well-exhausted. And so when
I get those articles, those unsolicited
ones that flow in about five or six an
issue, about an event or grassroots story,
I am thankful. And you should be, too.
Remember the days when threefourths of the newsletter was written by
Rob Rauch and Kathy Pufahl? It wasn't
because they were the only ones who
knew the facts; it was because they were
the only ones willing to write them down.
But times have changed. The newsletter
receives a lot more contributions these
days, it is more featurish (though, where
are those strategy articles?!), and the
"P"s of the UPA - you and I - are
getting more involved. And to all of you
who are a part ofit, and to all of you who
contribute, I sincerely thank you.
Now don't get me wrong. I'm not
saying that it's okay to send in erroneous
articles as long as you send in something.
Not that I haven't been that desperate at
times, but I do have my standards. My
point is this: First, to ·the writers, when
in doubt leave it out. It is better to leave
out information in a story than to take
the chance that it may be right (or
wrong). And secondly, to the readers, if
you want to read about a specific event or
a regional happening, then write an article about it because it's the only way to
be sure that it will be in the newsletter.
And if you absolutely can't, then at least
appreciate that others take the time to
write what you do read.
We don't have UPA reporters around
the country following events. We just
have us. And that's not a fact error, it's
a bonus.
- Cindy Fisher, Newsletter Editor

t1HE ULTIMAlE EXPERlENCEIlTHE ULTIMATE ULT1MATEDOCUMENTARYVfDEO
$35.00 #tVu 60 M1NUrES OF rHE SPORr, rHESPIRIT AN 6 :rHE SMILES

GRAB BAG DISCS
$6.00 each Discraft, 10 for $55.00
('91 Easterns, '91 College Nationals, '91
MA Regionals, Dingo au-go-go, or
mystery disc; indicate preference,)

Most DISCS

$~Q~(D

$5.00 each VVham-o, 10 for $45.00
(Quizical Dog, '90 College Nationals,
mystery disc; indicate preference,)
GRAB/D (Discraft) GRABIW (Wham-o)
(we will substitute discs if sold out)
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32 pages
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25thAnniversary
t-shirt 100% cotton
2-sided design
2 color
SS $12.00, LS $14.00

#WU1 Pink wi
red print M, L
#WU2 Black
wi blue print
LXL - $10.

46 page Skills
and Drills
Booklet
#5DB $8.
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t-shirt 100%
cotton

Discraft_

The officialUPA
9th Edition
Rules.
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#WRLD
Discraft, 2 color
VVhite, Green $7.00
UV, $9.00

#DDU (U-Max)
#DDD (Discraft)
2 color
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ULTIMATE VIDEOS

cotton
2 color,
2 sided
The Ultimate Experience
design
SS $12.00 The ultimate Ultimate documentary filmed at
LS $14.00 the VVorid Club Championships in Toronto,
I

)
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,...------:-' Canada.

#TVU $35.00

1991 WFDF Championship Women's Finals
Maine-iacs vs. Lady Godiva at the 1991 WFDF
Wortd Championships. Professional
production, top-notch Ultimate! Great for your
Ultimate video library. #TVW $35.00
1991 WFDF Championship Open Finals
New York vs. Boston at the 1991 WFDF World
Championships. Professional production, great
Ultimate! #TVO $35.00
.. ............. ....... ....... ......

Shipping add $4.50 for first 3 items
($4.50 min.) and $1.00 for each
additional item.- - - - - - +
Canadian orders add an additional
$3.00 for postage.
Send to:
C-Associates
P.O. Box 15420
Washington. D.C. 20003

NAME
PHONE wI AREA CODE
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE. ZIP

FAX Credit Card Orders (202) 547-8357 8:30am to 5pm ET please: Fax card type (Visa/MC), number &expiration date. Please add 5% of total for credit card orders.

All Gain, No Pain.
FREE UPGRADE

Exercise your options with Alamo's
Association Program and get a FREE
UPGRADE or a FREE DAY, Association
members have evel) thing to gam at Alamo,
You can expect unlimited free mileage on
every rental in the U.s. , U.K. and now
S~itzerland. In addition, you'll receive
frequent flyer miles with Alaska, Delta,
Hawaiian, United and USAir. Alamo features
a fine fleet of General Motors cars and all
locations are company-owned and operated
to ensure a uniform standard of quality.

• \ahd lor O:-'E FREE UPGRADE 10 nexl car calegon SUbJecilO ,,·a,labolIlY aillme 01 renlal
• (In Ihe U ) Vahd on a compaCi car or aboH. excluding premium, luxuIJ and specuhl) cars
(In Ihe Umled Klngdoml \·ahd on sell-dnve renIAIs Irom a group Bcar calegol), and above.
exdudlng group E car calegory and abo\'e
• One cerullCale per lenIAI 01 vahd ,,"h an) olhel oilers. 'vlUSI be presenred allhe Alamo
COUnier on am,,1 Cerlllicale rna) onlv be redeemed lor Ihe basIC rale 01 the car renlA) Once
redeemed Ihe CerullCale 's VOId A 24·hour advance resen·allon 15 reqUIred
• Th" CeTUllCale and the car renIAI pUf'iuanilo II are sub)ecllo Alamo's condlllOns al
I,meolrenral
• Th,s (eruncale "null and \OId ,I allered. r,,'[sed or duphcaled In an) way
• Ollenahd Ihrough Seplember 30 1993. excepI2l1l·2I13l93 4/t1-4110l93. 5127.5130193,
,/1-,141\)3 and i/23-b1l, 193

Spirited, Functional Clothing
for the Outdoors

For reservations call your Professional Travel Agent or call . . . . .
Alamo's Membership Line at 1-800-354-2322. Request
U77 B
Rate Code BYand IDIt
Where all the m!Ies
L-- ________________________________
when making reservaUons.
are free-

I

I

~

ONE FREE DAY
• Vahd lor O:-'E FREE DAYan any 2 day or longer remal
• (In Ihe U.S) Vahd on a compacr car or above. excluding premIUm, luxury and specull)' cars
(In Iht Unlled Kingdom 1. Vahd on sell·dnve renIAIs Irom a group Bcar calegoT) and above.
exeludlng group E car (alegoT) and above
• One (erllllCale per remal. '01 vahd ,,"h any 01 her olfers. 'Iusl be presemed al Ihe Alamo
coumer on amval Cerullcale rna ani) be redeemed lor Ihe basIC rale 01 Ihe car remal Once
redeemed Ihe CerullCale 's VOId .\ 14·hour advance rese,,·allon 15 reqUIred
• Thb cerlllleale and Ihe car remal pUrSU3n110 II are sub)eci 10 Alamo·s condlllOns al
11m, 01 renral
• Th" (erllllcale 's null and \OId ,f alrered. revISed or duphcaled In any "a\'
• C,Ier valid Ihrou~h Seplember 30 1991 exeepl 2111·2113193. ~18·4110193. 5/2,-5130193.
- ·,I4J1l3 and 7123-RI28193

As a member, you'll receive other valuable
coupons throughout the year that will save
you money on each rental. There's never any
pain with Alamo. For member reservations
call your Professional Travel Agent or
Alamo's Membership line at 1-800-354-2322.
Use Rate Code BY and ID#- -- - when making reservations,
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For reservations ca ll your Professional Travel Agent or call ..",I>.
Alamo's :v1embershlp Lme at 1-800-354-2322. ReQuest
~-'~ - - •.
Rate Code BY and lOt:. - 111157--Where aU the,!lll1es
________________________
when makmg reser\'allon~.
are free
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Call or write for a free.
color catalog:
Patagonia Mail Order, Inc.
1609 W. Babcock St.
Dept 600C
P.O. Box 8900
Bozeman, MT 59715
1-800-638-6464

OJ]icial UPA Affiliate

~
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~~. t -.;;.. ·TRAVEL SERVICE
THE OFFICIAL TRAVEL AGENCY OF THE UPA

Monia~!F~:;~~PST

1-800-275-9876

Fax 206-822-8656
Ask for the "ULTIMATE TRAVEL DESK"
and CAROLYN SCHEYER

We make it easy!
The hard part is putting your
design on paper and picking the colors.
We take care of everything else.
Sa, call or write for free information.
Disraft Ultra-Stal1M 'The Official Disc of the U.P.A. "

J

••

Call About The Itinerary Program (TIP)
(Save by Planning Ahead)

Professional Travel Service
401 Park Place. Suite 105 • Kirkland. Washington 98033
(206) 827-5656. FAX (206) 822-8656
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ULTIMATE ON WIDE WORLD OF
April 17th from Miami Spring 8reak
Tournament featuring
~
Sterling and Shannon
Sharpe of the NFL
~
playing Ultimate

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

A new Video from State of the Heart Productions

-11111!11'!"'1~!:""'1

The first ever professional,
hi h uality documentary video about
th~ s~rt of Ultimate. This one-hour
presentation - shot in Toronto at the
WFDF World Ultimate Club
,. ,
Championships - focuses on the spor~,.
the smiles, the spontaneity ~d the spmt- . what
f you've ever had trouble
0. . relaYl
..-.:...n.;.g"-_~!!1
f the-game. I
Ultimate is all about to the unfamillar
_ this video is the answer.
The Ultimate Experience tells the whole
story from the gnarliest 1ay?~ts to the
coolest cheers. Agreat addltlon to
your illtimate video library.
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_----

Order through IItIm. . Stu(#. . . ord.. form on
. page 15 of thlt Nlwllettlr. ChICk box TVU (The Ultimate Experience),
TVO (Open F1na1l), and/or TVW (Worntn'l FInals). Each tape Is $35.00.
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Stilll UNCI in this 8d are by Toby ar-,. David Birnbaum. Grant
Grant Wise and Toby
ar-, from top to bottom. Still do not ,**sarily reflect exact content 01 video.
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